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Punch-Out Changes
Pushed to Summer
Officials Cite High Costs as Reason

Students Complain
About Medical Program

By Venus B. Taylor

Hilltop Staff Writer
The Punch-Out will not be
closing for renovations this year.
According to university officials, no acceptable bids were
placed for the addition of new
restaurants to the ground level of
Blackburn. As of last Thursday's
bid deadline, the lowest estimated cost for the construction was
two times greater than what
Howard University had projected.
The project was originally
scheduled to begin yesterday
and end 60 days later on
January 2, in time for spring
semester. However, the lowest
estimated time for completion
was 80 days, which does not fit
the University's time con-

By Melanie R. Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer

Many students within the Howard University College of
Medicine (HUCM) are calling for changes to be made, citing
rodent-infested buildings, mediocre school supplies, and lack of
financial aid.
According to students, the rodent-infested buildings used for
prolonged research arc unacceptable.
Medical student Charlene Sydnor feels that building and laboratory renovations are necessary to ensure top-notch research
facilities and a competitive edge.
"We're trying to do s01nething good for the community and
sometimes extra things like gnats can slow you down," Sydnor
said. "[The administration) needs to realize we do research and
we need to be able to compete with our facilities."
Dawn Cannon, the Associate Dean of Student Affairs and
Admissions of lhc College of Medicine, agrees with the students'
concerns.
"The rooms with rodents see a lot of traffic activity," she said.
"When people stay in a place for a long time, they bring food and
critters follow food. There's no force field around the College of
Medicine preventing rodents from entering."

PHOTO BY ROGER RQ\1A'-

Rodent-infested buildings make it hard for medical students to do
prolonged research.

See HUCM page AS

Forum Discusses Lack
Of Black Men in College
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Campus Editor

PIIOTO 0) ()()' \II> GR"

Richard English. Wude Boykin and Antoine Garibaldi discuss
possible solutions to gender d isparity at HBCUs.

The average ratio of men
to women at HBCUs is 61 to
39, and at Howard it is 65 to
35. During a forum entitled
"Achieving and Maintaining a
Balance in the Participation in
Higher Education of African
American Men and Women,"
keynote speaker Antoine
Garibaldi and Wade Boykin
sought to find a solution to this
disparity.
At the introduction of the
forum, Interim Provost and

Chief
Academic
Officer
Richard English said that
Howard's mission statement
requires it to play a leading
role in addressing the gender
disparity problem.
" Our task is to continue to
support the women and help
the 1nen," English said.
"Policies and progra1ns will be
taken to address thjs problem."
During
his
speech,
Garibaldi offered the audience
an abundance of statistical
data about the gender gap of
See FORUM page A 11
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Verizon Conununications Adopts
School of Business Teain
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By Shara D. Taylor
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During a formal ceremony
on
\Vednesday
evening,
Verizon Communications, a
company specializing in
telecommunications
and
Internet services, officially
announced the adoption of a
team within the School of
Busine.ss.
In attendance for the ceremony
was
Yerizon\\"ashington. D.C. President
11arie C. Johns. who is also a
men1ber of the Howard
Uni\'ersity Board of TrJstees.
Johns spoke to the students about the importance of
exhibiting resilience in the face
of ad,·ersity.
~often in life [sho,,ing up]
is 90 percent of the game. Just
keep showing up.~ Johns said.
Johns also stressed the
necessity for teamwork in any
stage of life and the need to
continue supporting the

'Celebrating
Advancements,
Breaking Barriers'
Law Students Dialogue with
Fortune 500 Top Counsel
Dean of Howard Law School,
Kurt Schmoke, was the moderator for the distinguished
With the number of peo- panel and introduced the
ple of color and women in t he gathered African American
highest legal corporate posi- chief legal officers/executive
tions small but growing, the vice presidents of America's
General Counsel Forum premiere companies, includ"Celebrating Advancements, ing Paula Boggs of Starbucks
Breaking Barriers" was held Coffee Company, Howard
with minority chief legal offi- Graduate Solomon Watson of
New
York Times
cers of Fortune 500 compa- the
nies to ensure that minority Company, Rick Palmore of
law students of today learn Sara Lee, and Michele
Coleman Mayes of Pitney
the skills to reach the top.
Minority
Corporate Bowes Inc.
During the discussion,
Counsel Association (MCCA)
Executive Director Veta panelists offered their own
Richardson welcomed the full
audience in Moot Courtroom. See FORTUNE page AS

By Charreah Jackson
Hilltop Staff Writer

Seventeen Magazine to
Hold Casting Call

Hilltop Staff Writer

High/low:

straints.
" The contractors could not
deliver a date that would not
impose on the academic calendar," Franklin Chambers, Vice
Provost for Student Affairs, said.
The renovations of the
Punch-Out will most likely occur
at the beginning of the summer.
Sophomore electrical engineering major Eric Borden is
happy that Howard is waiting to
start construction.
"I think that construction in
the summer is even better,"
Borden said. "Then students
who live places without a meal
plan don't have to wony about
trying to find another place to eat
while the Punch-Out is closed It
will give us something to look
foxward to at the beginning of
the next school year."

By Venus B. Taylor

Hilltop Staff Writer
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Board of Trustee member Marie Johns posed with
members of the team Verizon adpoted.

greater community. She
offered the team members
ad,;ce on maintaining a wellbalanced life.
-.-\s indi'";du..ls. we need to
be spiritually. intellectually
and physically balanced,~
Johns said
1\\"enty-one CAP program
director Bernadette \\"illiams

is excited about the year ahead
\\-;th their partnership "';th
Verizon.
M\'erizon has been part of
the program for a number of
years. and they are raising the
bar
for
commitment/
\\'illiams said. -[Johns) is
committed to the program and
See ADOPT page AS

Fashion experts, novices,
and everything in between will
fill Burr Gymnasium on
November 20 for Seventeen
t-1:agazine's "School Zone"
casting call.
"School Zone" is a feature
that visits a different college
campus each month to highlight the school's lifestyie and
fashion. The feature asks students about their favorite
classes, why they chose their
school, and their favorite
places to hang out around
campus. The feature has visited !\ew York University and
University of Texas -Austin.
According
to
Craig
Chapman. Assistant Lifestyle
Editor of Seventeen, the mag-

azine chose to hold an open
casting call at Howard
University because they try to
select schools that are very
diverse from each other both
geographically and fashionably.
"We try to pick different
schools for different reasons,"
Chapman said. "We picked
Howard because of its reputation for being one of the most
fashionable schools in the
country, and the most fashionable HBCU."
Chapman also maintained
that Howard stood out
because of its •2 ranking on
Women·s World Daily's list of
~iost Fashionable Universities
after h'YU.
Denise Cardwell, the
See SEVENTEEN page AS

NCH Breaks Myths About Homeless
By Erica Nzei
Contributing Writer

Why are
African
Americans
scared to
give blood?

Christian Brothers United hosted an
c,·cnt at Howard University on Thursday
where the National Coalition for the
Homeless :,poke about current conditions
of the homeless.
"Three and a half million people will
experience homelessness, and this number is rising," ,Jessie \\'hite, spokesperson
for the National Coalition for the
Homeless said. "National Coalition for the
I lomcless is the oldest and largest nonprofit organization working to permanently end homelessness."
According to White, the National

actually thirteen below zero."
To shatter the m)th of all homeless
people being too lazy to find a job. Scott
said that he had multiple jobs during his
homelessness.
~At one time during my homelessness.
I had three jobs," Scott said. "As an alcoholic and an addict, I misappropriated my
funds."
Jackson's story is quite different. ) et
ends very similarl~. AJthough she graduated high school with a 4.0 and was accepted to Howard, alcoholism and drugs led
to her homelessness.
"I was accepted to Howard, but

Coalition for the Homeless speciahzes n
advocating for housing and increasing
income. healthcare, education. civil rights
and hate-crime legi:,Jation for the homeless.
"There's a tape floating around college
campu:,es through the Internet about ,iolence against homeless people," \\'hite
said. "High school and college age people
beat, spit and pee on homeless people.
Someone e, en dragged a sleeping homeless man to a dark alleyway and beat him."
l\1oses -Scott and Joan Jackson told of
their experiences with homelessness.
"I was homeless for thirteen years
right here in D.C.," Scott said. "I was in the
streets when the \'lind chill factor was

See HOMELESS page A9

Giving Blood at the Mecca
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"The) 'rL' probably ~c:ucd
that they might I 111d Olli
some1l11ng Ih y don't want
to know."
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By VcntL-. B. Taylor
I lilltop Staff ¼'riter

" I didn't really know that

Afric.m A111eric.111s arc
scared to give blood. rm
not"

John l\1cC:o"n
Sophomore
Business lc'inuncc
"J don't thmk that \\c'rcs~.ucd. BlJck:. nrc JU,t too

conoL•med \\ llh thL·1r O\\ n
self mtcrc,;t 10 thmk about
d mg tlungs for others."
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At the blood drive, students, faculty,
and staff members gave blood as well
as registered with the National Bone
Morrow Donor Program.

Howard Students
Help 'Save A Life'
Deanna Thornton
Junior
Public Relation,;

i:1

Last week. till' Anwrican
Red Cross Save A Lifl' Tour
2003
visitl'd
Howard
Univl'rsity's
Cram ton
Auditotium.
According to the Save A
Life Wl'bsite. till' puq)()se of the
tour is two-fold. It is designt-<l
to raise awan'nl'ss of the ongoing ncl'd for blood and to
obtain a levd of blood donation
that makes ce11ain that whenever sonwmw needs blood. it
will be available.
At the blood drive on
Thursday. o,·cr 80 pints of
blood wen.' collt'<:ted from 149
attcmpts.
To t'nsm,' student i1l\-oln·nwnt in the event. Nneka
FaAAatt Cl'l'all'd tlw San· A Life
Challenge. It involH'<.I an i1witation for all student organizations at Howanl llnin•rsity to
t'Ollll' out and voluntt'L'r.
donatt'. or ,·isit tlw Mohilt'
;\hlS('Ulll.
"Tht' purpost· of the
Challt•ngt' is to moti,·ak stutlt-nts to han' fun and 1x111iei1x11e.· Faggatt said. "\\'e arc
tirt.'ll of ht•,uing that Howard
isn't doing L'nough. \\\•n·
n'ady to ~\,, lxll'k. -

Some Students Don't
Give Despite Need

By Erica Nzei
E.aeh of the :31 participatContributing \V1iter
ing organi111tions recein'<.I 25
points for e,·e1)· member who
\Vith the growmg .\IDS
gave blood. 20 points for thosl'
epidemic and sickle cell anewho llied to donatl' but were
mia a constant plagul' in the
denied. 25 for those who volunAfiican Anwrican L'onmnmity.
teerl'd at till' drivl' for at least
donating blood is a necessity.
an hour. and 5 points for each
memlwr who ,·isited and
I lmve\'l'r. Afiican Aml'ricans
and otlwr minorities ha\'e
answl'red a qul'stion about the
beconw absl'nt from donor
Mobile Museum.
At the thin·. sL·nior inforli1ws.
According
to
thl'
mation !>·ystems and analysis
Massachusl'tts
( ;l'lll'ral
major .Jimmy Prudt• donated
Hospital website. of thl' .S pl'rblood for the seeond time.
cent of the U.S. population that
"I like the fad that giving
blood hd ps someone else ...
donates blood. onl>· 10 pncl'nt
are African Anwriran or
Prude said. "You should gin·
blood because you can help
llispank.
san• another life. Its al'luallv
"I think minoriliL'S don't
gi,·l' blood becausl' thL·,· don't
fun. The first time I was conL'l'rned about aftl'r-dll'l'ls. hut
rl'ally take the timl' to stop off
its all hype ...
and help out to donall' thl'
blood," junior business manCatherine .lonl's. a junior
a)!.ement major Damek Frasl'r
lt•gal L1>mmunications major.
.
said. "I ~'1.ll'SS they don ·1 han'
had also donatl'd onL'l' lwfore.
till' mindset to do it. ..
"EH'l).Olll' should try to gin•
blood because it s.1n•s at least
St•nior broadcast journalthn'l' lin·s.· .Jones said. "It's
ism major .Jaequdn1 llirks
painless and you body n·plcn- ' bdit'\'l'S thl' environml'nl in
which blood is giH'n ma>· push
ishcs itsdf with blood within
min01itil's awa,·.
two \H'l'ks.·sonwthing about blood
\\"hile volunlL'l'Iing at the
drin·s makl's nH· t mL·omfortd1i\l'. _junior political seiL'lll'l'
ahll'." I licks said. ·-rm not
major .laphon Dar l<H>k the
opposed Ito gi\·ing hi« M ><I I. hut
rm unromfo11ahle with the
See SAVE page A9

.

situation wherl' thL•\·. want .,·ou
to gin• blood. I\·c always associatl'<.I nccdlcs and blood with
hospitals and sterile areas.
Something about blood drives
in a g_\'m or a lobby frightens
ml'.
Although I licks says shc
has a high tolerance for pain.
she still doesn't likl' needles.
"I han· a n·ry high toler,llll'l' for pain so lll'cdlcs don't
bother mt•," I licks said. ·Tm
,·cry mueh into ,·oluntl'cring. I
just ne,·cr thought about gl'lting p1ickcd unneL·essarily...
J lowen·r. fl'ar is not tlw
only culprit for t lw lark of
minority blood. In soml' casl's.
anemia and low Wl'ight makl's
some minorities unabil' to gin•
blood .
.. , ran ·1 dona IL' lwcausl'
I'm urHIL·n,l'ight,"" _111111or
tdecommunicati<>ns maj<>r
Arin \-\'oods said. I lmn·n•r.
even if her wl'ight \\l'rl'11·1 an
issllt'. she said. shl' \\ould still
he afraid« ,f 1w1·tlll's.
( ltlwr studl'nls just an•n ·1
moti,·all'd lo don all' hi« H><I.
"I\ l' m·, l'r donall'd
,;,.• rm l«HI la1v to ... Frasl'r
said. "I wouldn't takl' th1· timl'
to ;:.o through all tlw pnx:e-

Grads DeJnand Better Housing

See NEED page A9

Employee
ofthe
Week

By Nicole Marie
Melton
Hilltop Staff \\'riter
Never call Annie t.1ae
Battle a desk rel'eptionist.
Although she works at the
front desk in Cook Hall,
she has gro,\n to be much
more than what her job
description calls for.
As a mentor and
friend to many students
across campus during the
past 13 years, Battle's
warm spirit and comforting sense of humor make
her someone students
trust.
Battle began her
tenure here in 1990, when
she became employed by
the University to work
behind the front desk at
Meridian Hill Hall.
"I filled out the application and a week later I
was called in for the job,"
said Battle. ul still appreciate that phone call to
this dav"
.
Since then, Battle has
worked at many residence halls, including the
Tubman Quadrangle and
Slowe Hall. However, her
current location at Cook
allows her to experience a
different aspect of campus life.
"This is the first year
I've been on the main
campus, and I've met a lot
of new people here. I get
to see more of what happens on campus and I
love it," said Battle.
For Battle, being
there for students as a
counselor is important.
Working in numerous
residence
halls
has
allowed her to witness
many issues Howard students face.
"Everybody
needs
somebody to talk to and J
have been doing that
throughout my years with
the students," Battle said.
"There are a lot of things
that the students go
through. Sometimes if
they have problems,
they'll come to me and
we1l discus the problem
and try to get it taken care
of."
Mildred Stinston, the
senior residence assistant
in Cook Hall, has experiSee BATTLE pageA10
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By Candice Jones

l\l1a Gibson
Freshman

Hilltop Staff \Vrit<'r

Pl"l'--Phannac3

Aftrr dridng 24 hours
from Trxas. Tosha Terry. a first
year MFA program ~raduate
student. was \'exed to find out
her situation "ht'.'n she arrh·ed
on Howard Unin.•rsity's campus.
"I was on tht.> waiting li,t
when I urrh·t'.'d-ahnost homeless after driving 24 hours to
get here," ,he said. "B) the
grace of God I wa., able to ; · t
housing in the East TO\\ t::5. •
According to a Xon,•mber

" \\e 're atnud either
bt.-c.,u~e of the pam, or the
C\ aluJt1ons com mg back ns
tainted, tb m the blood
tall) mg a discJ,¢. ·•

PHOTOS 8) ROOFR RO~La,S
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1980 issue of The Hilltop, the
Graduat<'
Student
As:-en1bl)(GS.A) was in a frenzy
about the hassles of obtaining
hou~ing. During a GSA meeting
in 1980. a fi\'e-plank proposal
requesting better hou,in~.
funding of mathematic,,, pro~ram, implementing programs
to better the unh ersity. \\ ere a
fe\\ of the issues discu:,,sed
among the grach..att students.
The 1980 f:.SA Coordinator
Avo Daran1c rw ,, .is concerned
about the ho"1ile surrounding
community the graduate students are housed in. Daramoka

suggested some community
prc,gr.m1~ be drawn up to make
irraduate students more comfortable \\;th their surroundings and ,ice-\'ersa.
The meeting consisted of a
discussion .-.ith then ,;cc-president of student affairs Carl
Anderson that allowed graduate students to speak out and
state their stances on housing.
Eh·
. Dorsev. then GSA
financial Ad,isor stated that
Graduate ,tudents should not
come to D.C. in search of housin;:; the first thr~ weeks of the

.

See HISTORY page A 11
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Pfleger Sermons on Hypocrisy of Culture
By Richard

Dorceus
Contributing
\Vriter
.Michael
Louis
Pfleger,
pastor at Faith
Community of
Saint Sal rina in
Chicago, Illinoi~.
encouraged students to do what
is right in his sermon at Rankin
Chapel
on
Sunday.
During
his
sermon, Pfleger

Michael Louis Pfleger spoke of the evil injustices in today's society in
Chapel on Sunday.

'Kissing
Disease'
Not a
Concern
By Angel Wilson
Contiibuting Writl'r
Dominique Pender r<.•memhcn; onr pa1ticular s,>mptom a
friend sho,,l'cl when he came
down with infectious mononudcosis.
"I n.'membt•r that he got real
lin•d all the time; fatigued,"
Pt·nder, a junior finance major,
said. "I le had no t•rwrgy."
Howard studl'nts appear
awun• of mononudt'osis, but few
srt•m concl't11t•d about catching
it.
=rhat's the kissing disease,
right?" said Nkosi Sharp, n senior
African AJnencan studies major.
"I'n· known lots of people who
have gottrn it. I never got it, but
my entire varsity soccer team in
high school got it. ..from sharing
watrr bottlrs. lt takes you out for
at least a month."
½'hilc it is known as the
''kissing disease" because it is
spread mainly b)
sali, a.
mononuck'Osis goes far beyond a
simpk cold from a kiss.
At·cnrding to tht• Center for
DisL'ast• Control's (CDC) National
Ct•ntt·r for lnfl•ctious Diseases.
the Ep:-tdn-Barr \'in1s that cause-. mononul'kosis is one of the
most l'ommon human Yin1srs.
Ni1wt~ -fh t' pt•n·t•nt of An1erican
.1dults bchn-en tlw ngt'S of :35 and
40 h.i, e lx·cn inli..-cll'd.
Lnboraton tests. \\ hich
ndudc n "hitr blood cell count
untl ,1 positi\C) n.·.iction to a numo
"]Xlt tc.-.t. ,11\! llt'C'<.kd to confirm
mononudoosis. Tht'fl.' b no cure
for tlw illnc-.... ,tnd ,111ti\'iral llll'<.lirati(lns arc inefft'Ctin•. Onl> tlw
S) mptoms can be tre,1tl'<.I.
In mildt'rforms. mononucleosis is b,u-ch mdistinguishahll•
from rcy.ular ilhwssl''· Ilw initial
,1 1pto1 1s nn.• , l'I) :.1m1l.tr to a
cold or tlw Ou: fc\l·r. los.,, ofcnt'rF-' ,md appetite, d1ilb, ,1nd a
-.c,'l.'TC' -.orl' throat.
\t'l'ording to thl' l\ l,\)'O
Clinic, oth(•r :.) mptoms include
lwadachl',, :-\\ olll'll tonsils. and a
skin n1.,h.
Tlw major tellt,alc si!!n,
n~"Ording to rn('(iicine11l't.ron1. b
\\ hat h ppl'n:; nftl'r the illnl'ss
For months ofter the illucs,.. sub~
!Sid 'S .1 person n1a, •,pcnencl' "a
feding oftatigue or tiredne:;:;.~
For this reason, mononudeosi:- can b<' l'a.,il) confust'<.l with
chronie fatigue S) ndrome. "hich
carries the same feeling of longtl'nll tiredne~.
On Ho,"1rd's campu-.,
mononudco:,;s research falls on
some deaf ears.
~\\e hear a lot about STD,."
senior histon 1najor Tan1ika
See MONO page A9
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worst shape; the twenty-five
percent or the seventy-five percent that are still in school and
[don't ]know how to read and
write."
Pfleger pointed out that in
America there are first rate
prisons, but third rate schools.
"Io this nation it depends
on where you live and the color
of your skin on what is in your
class room and what kind of
teacher you have to teach you,"
Pfleger said "We as a country
have learned how to save the
whales but we still have not
learned how to save our children."
Pfleger said that drugs is

-

'Domino Effect' Brings Pizza
Deals to Howard Students
By Byron Stewart
Contributing Writer
Ordering piua from local
businesses is a common practice among Howard students.
With the new "Domino Effect"
ordl"ring pi:aa has bcco1ne
cheaper and easier.
While relaxing in Carver
Hall with some friends, sophomore classical civilizations
,najor Brent Robinson noticed
that Domino's pizza chain
charged Howard University
students steeper prices than
students at Georgetown
University.
During Robinson's first
meeting with Domino's officials
on Oct. 7, he learned the various
prices of all of the Domino's
franchises in the metropolitan

area.
"We wanted to try out a way
to give [Howard] a good price,"
Robinson said.
Robinson figured that if one
driver came at one time with
several pizzas to a dom1 and sit
for a half hour that would lower
the cost.
Howard wanted to compromise more with Domino's pizza,
so Robinson drafted the
"Domino Effect," which is a list
of offers and wants from
Howard to Domino's and vice
\'Crsa.

Short-term
demands
indudrd high quality meals at

,
(

PHOTO C0t;R1T.SY OF J\1AGES.GOOGLE COM

low costs, drivers with more
speed and punctuality, fair practices, larger portions and to
match the prices of Georgetown
University. As of now, Domino's
charges Georgetown University
$3.99 for a medium 1-topping
pizza and $5.99 for a large.
Residence Life agreed to
the "Domino Effect." Domino's
now sells pizza at Carver and
Slowe on Tuesdays.
«1 believe that this was an
ingenious process which fits the
business people with the customer, Alex Blackshire, a graduate assistant at Carver Hall
pi.zi.a, said. "If Howard applies
itself properly, this can be a
good business..,
Hernandez is pleased with
the outcome of Robinson's prott

posal.

"Carver is always busy,"
Hernandez said. "We get a lot of
business from Carver Hall and
we were trying to give back."
Qiu Burrell, a Slowe Hall
resident assistant, was one of
the first in line.
"I think that this is cool," he
said. '"They should do this more
than just Tuesday and make it a
pizza party on Friday and
Saturday night to encourage
students to stay at home and
watch DVDs and videos next to
a Domino's pizza."
Members of other dorms
were also in line with the crowd
of Slowe residents.
Marcus Stanton, a sophomore advertisement major and
a resident of Meridian Hill was
one such resident.
"I came all the way from

Meridian Hill to take advantage
of this great deal that Domino's
is providing. I love it," he said.
"Personally, it is a shame that
Meridian Hill doesn't have this
deal. It's amazing for a college
student on a budget that is still
hungry, when we are so far from
the cafe."
Domino's has agreed to
extend this discount to all of the
dorms on Howard's campus. On
certain days of the week,
Domino's will stop at two dormitories to provide this service.
While the majority of the
students were happy during this
event some students did raise
concerns about the pizza.
Anthony Parish, a junior
radio-television-film major,
worries about the quality of the
p!Zl.a.
"'The quantity of the pi.zi.a
may reduce the quality of the
pizza," he said "I've looked at
most of the pi.zi.a and it was
looking kind of shabby, so I was
not sure that the quality was
there versus the one on one
order approach."
Despite the few grievances
from some students, Hernandez
and most of the students were
satisfied.
"Business is always good at
Howard," Hernandez said ''We
will come back and do it again.
Being the number one pizza
place around here I'm sure we
can handle it."

the only fortune five hundred
company you ne,·er ha,·e to
look at the stock to see how is it
doing because you know it is
up.
~\\'e can listen to telephone
con,·ersations in ca,·es in
Afghanistan but we still can not
find drugs," Pileger said "IRS
can find if my income ta-xes is
ten dollars off but people can
import millions of dollars
worth of drugs and never get
caught."
He also mentioned that we
are the largest incarcerating
nation in the world.
"We put twenty-five thouSee CHAPEL page A 11

Howard
Helps
Jumpstart
TeachEa1ty
By Venus B. Taylo r
Hilltop Staff Writer
On
Thursday,
the
Jumpstart Early Childhood
Education program kicked off
its newest affiliate, Jumpstart
Washington, D.C. , to the
promise of 300 volunteer
hours
by
35
Howard
University students.
Sponsored
by
AmeriCorps,
Jumpstart
allows college students to
work with 3- to 5-year-olds
on school readiness while the
collegians themselves learn
more about becoming teachers.
In
his
speech
at
Thursday's event, Michael
Williams, a junior pre-physical therapy major and Corps
member, expressed that the
preschool years are the most
influential time in a child's
education.
"A child must be nurtured in order to be fu nctional in society," Williams said.
"For our admirable overworked and under-paid
teachers, it is nearly impossible."
Richard English, Howard
University Interim Provost,
articulated the special place
that Jumpstart holds at
Howard.
See START page A9

Alumni Project Gives Back to the Community
B) Alafaka Opuiyo
Contributing \\'ritcr
As tht' time of gnJng
thank-; d: ,1\, s closer. man~
Ho,, ,ird students are lookmg
for ditterent a, enues to gi\'e
hack to those less fortunate.
Project GiveBack is an outlet
that many studenb ha,·e used
to ,~iYc back to the community.
According to the Projet·t
Gi\'eBnck \\'eb:dte. Ran:.om
r.tilkr III Founder/Cha1rn1an
of Project Gi,·eBack. stnrted
The
Thanks,..l\'ing
Food
Distribution Dri\'e in the fall
of 1995. Miller. a Ho,,ard
Alumni. collected canned
goods and cash donations and
gave six familie, and one
homdess shelter food baskets.
Fan1ihe~ are pickl'd based on
informa1ion pro,;ded by the
\\'ashini::·on n C Depart1uent
of Huma:: S,•r.ices Eckin!tton
Branch
.in <l
~l,1 '."' · .1d
Department
of
S ,... ,al

Ser\'ices.
!\tiller's inspiration for
starting Project Gh·eBack
stemn1ed for his upbringing in
the church. Continuing in that
same spirit. as an undergraduate at Howard. 1'-liller ,·olunteered with a ,·ariety of organization but did see the relationship
with
Howard
Unh·ersity and the community.
~filler's future plans for
the organization is to start the
fir,t college ch.1 pter at
Ho\\ard. According to ~filler.
Howard 1s the ideal place for
the first college chapter to be
because of the resources the
school has
A,ianca Small. a sophomore arcl'i;tec:.ure major and
the Howard co-chairwoman of
the e\'ent also volLnteered last
) e.1.r ,,ith \\'illiams. She wanted to maintain h ·:- :-e;ationship\, ith Project Gi\ eBack in
the (uture.
'1 see myself working with

the organization until I graduate from Howard," Small said
Miller projects 150-200
boxes will be given out this
year. An average family of
four will receiYe enough food
to last them for four days
including Thanksgiving Day.
Among others items, the basket ,,;n include a turkey, 2
chickens, vegetables, and
potatoes.
Latonia ½'illiams, a sophomore sociology major and
one of the Howard chairwomen for the event, said that
over 60 students responded to
the drive this year.
Katrina Ifill, a freshman
nursing major, said that the
time of the event may have
been a deterrent for others,
but not for her.
~1 ,,;II make the effort to
stay up. e\'en if I have to stay
up all night," she said.
\\'1lliams participated in
the e,·ent last year and was
only supposed to package the
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-1 tried to find out who is in the

said that in the story of dry
bones, God asked Ezekiel if he
could make the dry bones live
and the prophet said that only
God could know.
·God is still crying out from
the throne can these bones
live," Pfleger said ·God is showing us no matter where we are
at still to these day we are in a
valley of dry bones."
Pfleger commented that
parents bring their kids to
school and kids stay in school
every day, but they leave school
unable to read.
"Twenty-five percent of
African American high school
students are dropping out of
school in Chicago," Pfleger said.

Project GiveBack
Where:
Joseph H. Cole Fitness Center
1200 Morse St., Washington D.C., NE

When:
November 22 at 6 a.m.

Transportation:
Students will be picked up acro.5S from the Towers at 5:30 a.m

Additional Information:
Those interested in delivering food are to report to the
Fitness Center at 8 a.m. All volunteers will be served a
continental breakfast.

For More Information:
For more information, call 321-1991 or 703-286-8209 or
log on to http://projectgiveback.org.
food baskets, but ended up
distributing them. \Villiams
said seeing the looks on the
families' faces made the experience a memorable one.
\Villiams that true volunteering comes from the heart.
"AH I ha•,e to say is volunteerism is not something that

vou can be forced to do, it
should be come from the
heart," Williams said. "Even
though aJI of us do not come
directly from the D.C. area, we
are now part of the D.C. community and we should all give
back to this community."
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Students See Need for Change Corporate Growth for Minoritie,
HUCM from AT

"Many students study there
on the weekends when janitors
aren't available," Ashanti
Woods, Vice President of
Grievances for first-year students, said. "There aren't
enough trash cans, but students
can't leave bags of chips there."
Cannon is not exactly sure
what ·.~II be done to eliminate
the rodents, but suggested a
building-wide extermination
may be necessary.
According to Woods,
another major complaint of
HUCM students is the poorquality downd syllabi.
"Basically, the downed syllabi is a school-provided notebook that has all the information we need to know for tests,"
Woods said. "They were [of]
poor quality; they weren't
bound well and pages were
falling out."
"A lot of times we'd get the
syllabi late," first-year medical
student Elisha Flanagan said.
Students also voice objections towards inadequate
financial aid and funding.
According to Woods, finan-

cial aid "or HUCM students was
cut by $1,500 this year without
informing students of the
change.
"From what the administration told us, the University
did a survey and saw that the
medical school received more
financial aid than other HU
graduate schools," he said.
Woods said that the administration has already implemented plans to cut back on
complaints. For instance, problems regarding the syllabi are
no longer a concern to students. Woods claims students
were provided with bound syllabi within 24 hours.
"The administration also
said that renovations are supposed to be completed over
Chri~tmas break," he said. '"The
financial aid department will
see if there can be a couple
extra hundred dollars allotted
to the HUCM."
Cannon declined to speak
on issues surrounding renovations and financial aid and
other administrators were not
available for comment.
"What is going to the committee is what students asked

for," Cannon said. "It cannot be
finalized before going to the
committee..,
Although Cannon believes
the task of fixing complaints is
one of Herculean measures, she
feels empathy of behalf of the
students and will help to
improve conditions.
"\\.'hen there's a lot to do,
things do get done but perspective is verv fonited," Cannon
said. "Students don t necessarily see changes in place, but a lot
has gone on. When accusations
are made about other people's
motives, it's good to see things
from other people's point of

-

.

view.

.,

Woods believes the current
predicaments
within
the
HUCM are temporary and has
confidence that the administration will handle the problems·to
the best of their ability.
"'I wholeheartedly believe
that the administration is taking steps to alleviate problems
with the intention of fulfilling
the college's mission of creating
well-educated and competent
physicians," he said.

Howard in Seventeen's ''School Zone''
SEVENTEEN from A 1

Howard University contact for
"School Zone" is excited about
the magazine's visit to
Howard's campus.
"Everybody wants to be a
model and have their time to
shine," Cardwell said. "The feature will be both fun and educational to show that we are not
just ,;mart with fashion, but
also with ccuno1nics, social
issues, and leadership."
Junior graphic design
major Shayla Carson, who has
modeled for United Colors of
Benetton in Italy, will be in
attendance at the call.
"My interest in fashion was
sparked when I started modeling in the 10th grade," Carson
said. "Fashion is not just about
clothes. It is a source of income,
atll·ntion, publicity, and a pretty cool occupation."
Jeron Ravin, a junior
advertising major and fashion
merchandising minor, shares
Carson's fascination with style.
"'My mothcr is a source of
inspiration,·· Ravin said. "She is
the most well-dressed woman I
know."
I lowl·ver, RnYin is not only
an admirer of fashion, but also
a playl•r in the industry. He
startl'd his own clothing line, J.
L. RaYen Attire. to address the
lack of di\'ersity within African
American fashion.
"Hip-hop rulture seems to
1nonopoli.r.e thl'.' fashion culture:· Ra,·in said. "'There is
n1uch 1norc to fashion than
baggy jeans and backwards
hats. fashion is a r<.'prt'Sl'ntation of sl.'lf. Tht' dothes someone Wt',HS on ,1 da~ - to-day

FORTUNE from A 1

experiences and different
paths that each took to
become successful in their
respective field.
•Although we all now hold
similar positions. there are
any number of ways to get to
where we are and be successful," said James Potter, general counsel and secretary of Del
Monte Foods said. "Think of
your own strengths and play
those own strengths to
achieve."
The panel remained realistic and shared with the audience their experiences with
being top black corporate officials, handling discrimination.
"There is no greater satisfaction than grooming our
successors of the next genera-

tion.· ~1a)es said. "Remember It was ,ital that I co1ue here to
always to have the courage hear from black general counand confidence to change sel. as we here about corporate options."
directions and adapt ...
Second year Howard law
Although the event was
held at the Howard University student Dara Royer said that
Law School. all area minority she was ecstatic to attend the
law students were welcomed panel discussion.
"This program is a great
and in,ited to attend.
Law students, includi~g way to learn about the differthose from Howard, George ent opportunities in the la".
\Vashington
and
the particularly top positions in
university of 11aryland - corporate America." she said.
"This program was very
Baltimore County, appreciated the opportunity to network beneficial in various ways,"
and see for themselves second year Howard law stuminorities who had reached dent Marques Pitre said. "It
was encouraging to see sucthe top.
"I am glad to be a part of cessful minorities in such
this important event;· George powerful positions. The infor\Vashington first year law stu- mation receiYed was impordent \Vill Wilder said. "It is a tant because it opens our e) es
rare networking opportunity to different options for law
as we gain insight on possibil- careers."
ities we may not be aware of.

HU Trustee Adopt Business Teant
within the corporate world at
such an early stage of my colwas very receptive to the stu- lege career was a wonderful
dents' questions. She went out learning experience," Blige said.
of her way to mingle [with "Johns was a good speaker, and
she definitely had an impact on
them] and show support."
Freshman management my thoughts about Verizon."
Headed by sophomores
major and team member Kevin
Horton appreciates Johns' Jullian Giles and Rory Scott, the
team was lead through a variety
words of wisdom.
"It was a good ceremony, of presentations and projects
and it was very well put togeth- throughout the year.
"My job is to facilitate an
er," he said. "She gave a motivational
and
inspirational atmosphere where freshman
students can grow and learn. I
speech."
Freshman marketing major act as liaison between the
Janeen Blige believes that the school and the freshmen, and I
program has given her an help them with the transition
advantage within the business from high school to college,"
Giles said. "All of the speakers
world.
"Being able to network were dynamic and open \\ith
ADOPT from A 1

.,

Howard students will have the opportunity to
be featured in Seventeen Magazine.
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Ellis Mars IS Is tonsidered one of the world's premier jazz pianists.
He's taught some of the world's most famous musicians. Even fathered a few of his own.
But with retirement approa-didn't

oxele n9 eh,ngs ore ~oppen ng ,a

www.statravel.com

want to improvise.

Not when it came to moneJZ"~orked with him on ways to make the most ,ot.lhls
retirement plan, so money wouldn't get in the way of his music.
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Now he's ready for the next act, whatever that may be .

AIR , HOTEL package µnc,•s st,1r ;1n9 at
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"There's a difference
between having a sense of style
and
being
fashionable,"
Simpson said. "Being fashionable is more like conforming to
what society deems popular at
any given moment, like wearing Gucci head to toe, but while
ha,ing sense of style you use
your outward appearance to
reflect you inner self."
The open casting call will
be held in Howard University's
Burr Gymnasium on Thursday,
November 20 from 4-7Pm. To
see the latest "School Zone"
feature. pick up the November
issue of Seventeen Magazine or
,isit ,,.,,,,.,·.seventeen.com.
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basis determines the individual's success in life because it
shows the attitude you have
with yourself and with others."
Sophomore
marketing
major Christina Weaver follows
Ravin's way of thinking.
"Indi,iduality is what
makes a person fashionable."
Weaver said. "You don't necessarily have to wear designer
clothes like Prada and Armani.
Fashionable people
have
learned how to wear their character. l\ty character is strong
and independent so I wear professional yet fl~ business
suits."
Kumari ~1mpson. a junior
marketing maJor. concl•rs with
Rann and ,veaver.
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students about what they need
to do to be successful in college
and in their careers."
Scott sees his role as a team
leader a way to ensure that new
students have the opportunity
to make a smooth adjustment to
college life.
"Initially, we act as older
students who are here to help
the freshmen, but as the year
goes on, it becomes more than
that. \.Ye serve as an example for
the students and offer guidance
in the School of Business and in
life," he said. "The ceremony
gave them the chance to see that
corporate representatives are
no different than students on
this ca1npus."
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Observation

Baghdad Official Shot by U.S. Soldier

Deck

ByEleisha J ohn
Conbibuting \'\'riter

U.S.

Refuses
Ozone
Deal
UN talks on
protecting
the
ozone layer have
ended without a
deal, after the U.S.
asked permission
to continue using a
chemical it had earlier agreed to ban.
The U.S. team at
the Nairobi conference said its farmers needed methyl
bromide, but other
delegates disagreed.
Developed
nations
have
already cut their use
of the chemicaJ by
70 percent, pledging
to phase it out by
2005.
But the dispute
has raised fears that the U.S.
may now ignore some of its
commitments on ozone protection. At the Nairobi conference,
a number of countries requested small t•xemptions from the
Montreal Protocol, th<' interna
tiona 1trl•at) on ozone destroying chemicals. But the U.S.
asked to be allowed to increase
methyl bromide use in 2005
rather than eliminating it.

Designer finns and types of
clothing were also well represented, with almost 300 girls
recorded with the name
Armani, six boys called
Timberland and seven boys
called Denim.
In some cases it seems
something else was on some
parents' minds - · ix boys were
named
after
Courvoisier
cognac.
It is a stark contrast to the
most popular names in the U.S.
as found in social security
records - ,Jacob and Emily were
top for 2002.

Democrats 'Chat'
Out Bush
Democrats in the United
States Senate have blocked
votes on several of President
Bush's choices for top judges.
Using a tactic called filibuster,
the Democrats delayed the
votes by talking non-stop for
nearly 40 hours - until the session was adjourned. The
Democratic senators refused to
accept the judicial nominees,
saying they were too conservative.
For two days and nights,
both sides remained at their
posts, occasionally napping in
camp beds scattered around
the Senate chamber.
Bush
criticized
the
Democrats' tactics as "shameful."

Americans Brand- U.S. Strikes Back
Naming Kids
Against Bombings
Americans are increasingly
in Iraq
turning to the world of popular
culture to name their children,
a study has found. Children
have been named after big
brands as diverse as beauty
company L'Oreal, car firm
Chevrolet and designer clothes
company Armani. There arc
even two little boys, one in
Michigan and one in Texas,
called ESPN after the sports
chamwl.
Psychology
professor
Clc\'cland Evans discovered the
trend after surveying U.S.
social security records for
2000. Evans, a professor at
Bcllcn1e Uni"crsity, Nebraska,
has studied baby nan1es in the
U.S. for 25 years. He has found
that car models arc a popular
source of inspiration: 22 girls
an• regish.'red ,is h,1\ ing the
n,\llll' lnfiniti while 55 boys
answt•r to Chr, ~ ,ind five girls
to Ct•lica. Seven boys were
found to have the nan1e Del
!\lontc - after the food con1pan}
- and no kss than ·l9 boys were
ralkd Canon. after the camera.

U.S. forces in Iraq have
struck at targets near Baghdad
and elsewhere in a major offensive after a spate of deadly
bombings and ambushes by
insurgents. President Bush
stressed it was important for
more Iraqis to provide intelligence to prevent new attacks.
U.S. forces hit five targets
near Baghdad airport with
,nortar fire on Friday - positions allegedly used by insurgents. Earlier, a U.S. helicopter
gunship killed seven Iraqis suspected of preparing rocket
attacks on a U.S. base.
In the latest attack against
coalition troops on Friday, a
U.S. soldier was killed and two
others ,vere injured in
Baghdad. The e.s. military
said thl' soldier from the 1st
Arn1ored Division died in a
roadside bo,nbing in the center
of the city.

Source: BBC Ne,vs
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A statement by the U.S.
militaty has confirmed that the
mayor of a Baghdad neighborhood was shot and killed last
Sunday after a confrontation
with U.S. troops. t.1ohanad
Gazi aJ-I<aabi, 29, was a coalition-appointed council leader
in the cruaal district of Sadr
City.
Reports state that the dispute began when aJ-I<aabi's car
was refused ently to the compound of the council's headquarters, where tighter security
measures had been put in place
due to the recent spate of car
bombings. An argument
ensued and, according to the
military's statement, "during
the aJtercation a shot was
fired," wounding aJ-Kaabi in
the leg. He bled to death some
time later at the Rustamiya

American Field Hospital. U.S.
Central Command says that
investigations are currently
underway behind the actual
circumstances of the incident,
and as to why al-I<aabi was
taken to Rustamiya instead of
one of the two closer hospitals
in the area.
The shooting deals a serious blow to the coalition's
efforts to gamer support in
Sadr City - a volatile Shia disbict where resentment of military occupation has led to
numerous demonstrations and
suicide bombings.
Adrienne Dukes, a sophomore marketing major, witnessed firsthand protests
against Iraqi occupation in the
"March on \Vashington" last
month. She says she can see
both sides of the argument.
"We can't just leave after all
this," says Dukes, "we have to
help them back on their feet,

but there are
also priorities here.~
S a d r •
City has been .,.
the site of
several

J:

poorest in
Baghdad, and home to some
two million Shiites. Many of
the roles of civil government
have come under the control of
the powerful Ha\\'Za movement. Shiite cleric leader,
Moqtada Sadr has been particuJarly vocal in his criticism
against both Saddam Hussein
and the U.S. militaty presence.
Al- I<aabi was not regarded
a member of the Shia politicaJ

No More Fish on the Menu
By Sean Jackman
Hilltop Staff Writer

For the second year running, scientists have
advocated a total ban on cod fishing off the west
coast of Scotland, in the North Sea and the
Irish Sea. The researchers are trying to convince authorities that this measure,
though drastic, can not be avoided if the
cod fish is to survive in these waters.
They have also advocated a ban on
other stocks such as whiti:ig in the
Irish Sea.
Courtney Smiley, a radiation therapy freshman, agreed with the ban. "I
think it's a good idea but it won't stop
people from doing what they want to
do." She then added, "The enforcement will be th e most importan t
thing."
The reason is that despite
repeated warnings over the years,
and despite previous conservation
measures, these stocks have been
steadily declin ing in the past
years and have reached such

0

dangerolis levels that the scientists believe that if they
a. '
are not allowed to breed, they will be disappear from the
.:-,
waters forever. Officials are now left with a difficult
decision to make: on one hand, the p roposed ban
would allow the fish to recover in numb ers great
enough to support the fishing industry once again,
however, what is to happen to these fishermen during the interim period?
"It's not right for us to kill out entire species. There is
nothing wrong with this law and they shouJd be able to
implement it. There are similar seasonal laws existing already
in the Caribbean." Said Karee Onfroy, a j unior in political science.
Fishing officials are still fighting against a complete ban,
insisting that they could control the n umber of cod caught
while catching more bountiful species.
Leyland McGann, a political scien ce and economy
senior, weighed the scenarios. "As far as the environment
goes, I think we should pay attention to what scientists
h ave to say since they are more knowledgeable. Overfishing will disrupt the ecosystem. They can look to
alternatives such as having private farms. We shouJd
h eed the scientists' advice as long as it doesn't disenfranch ise the economy"
The issue is by no means foreign to man. As we

See COD page A 10

Here Kitty Kitty ... Oh ! Big Kitty ...

Are Pet Tigers Too Dangerous?
By Ria Marie Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

basements and backyards in the
U.S. - fewer tigers remain in the
wild.
U.S. authorities removed 24
Last month, police had to
Bengal tigers from a private sedate and remove a 350-pound
sanctuary in Ne,..,· Jersey last tigerfromaNewYorkapartment
week. The tigers were taken from after the animal's owner, Antoine
their pens and transported to an Yates, went to the hospital with
animal shelter in Texa, after bites he said were caused by a pit
complaints that they were not bull. When the authorities
being properly cared for.
arrived at Yates' home, they
Officials
from
the found a three to five foot caiman
International Fund for Animal alligator and an orange and
\Velfare said the tigers' pens were white tiger.
dirty and infested with rats.
Follo\.ving the evacuation of
According to state officials, wone the building, policeman Martin
small, badly malnourished tiger Duffy tranquillired the tiger by
was found caked in mud with rappelling to the fifth floor.
the pads of its feet CO\'ered in
"I saw him eye to eye, to say
sores.~
the least,- Duffy told the AP. "He
Attention was d.ra,\.n to the charged h\ice and I shot him."
animals' plight after officials shot
The police then entered the
a tiger wandering in a suburban five-bedroom
apartment,
are.1. New Jersey authorities secured the sedated tiger to a
then questioned the conditions stretcher and carried it away.
at the 12-acre Tigers OnJy
They then encounPreservation Society sanctu- •·~ - 111111~S:~
tered
the
ar:. There "as ne-.-er proof
c a 1m an
that the wandering tiger was
\\ h i c h
owned by 1.'iger Lady" Joan
they also
Byron-l\larasek the sanctuary's owner. but doubts _
after that incident led /4
to the non-renewal of
l\la.--asek's permit to keep
the animals.
It is e.stimated that
10,000 tigers are being
raised as pets in

out of the flat Yates was suspected to have raised the tiger from
the time it was a cub.
Damien Dunbar, junior
information systems major said,
"I think that wild animals,
including some domesticated
dogs, shouJd be kept out of urban
areas. They should only be
allowed in rural property (farms)
which also should be inspected
by authorities. If I saw someone
walking a pet tiger on a leash
down Georgia Avenue, I wouJdn't think it cool."
Larry Wallach is another private citizen who keeps his pet Spike the BengaJ tiger - in his
New York backyard. \Vallach,
like some owners, have pennission to keep the tigers because
they use them for educational
purposes, such as school tours or
1V shows.
"I think if you're capable,
financially property wise, and
you want it-we're Americans, we
live in a free counoy-then go get
it!" said \Vallach.
Christina Crocker, a junior
economics major agrees.
WI think it is cool,- she said
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"If I had the choice to have a different pet I would choose a tiger.
As long as people have the means
and the animals don't pose a
threat to society, then there's no
problem."
The question to be asked is
why are more and more people
opting for tigers as pets? Wallach
told the BBC that it is mainly ego.
Apparently, even with pets, size
does matter.
Steve Zawistowski, animal
behaviorist from the American
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals suggests stick
to nonnaJ cats.
"Big ones just aren't meant
to be pets," he said "It wouJd be
safer for the community if this
was made illegal. These big cats
are going to suffer when you have
them - and you're going to be a
danger to yourself and your community."
Natalie Hanna, an internationaJ business major agrees.
"You shouldn't put a wild
animal in a domestic environment." she said "Even if you
have enough space, you would
never be able to recreate the ani.,.,. mal's natural habitat."
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groupings, and was seen by
many as a collaborator rather
than a local representative.
Turnout for his funeral on
~1onday was reported to be relatively small. Still, the shooting
comes at a time of considerable
friction between Iraqi locals
and American forces, and there
are fears that the incident will
onJy exacerbate existing tensions.
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Nigerian President Promises
Corruption Crackdown
By Gregg Wallace
Contributing Writer
Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo has urged oil and
other mineral-extracting firms to be transparent as he tackles
the country's endemic corruption. "The fight against corruption
must be relentless and continuous because the forces of corruption are determined forces," the president of the African nation
that regularly tops the global list of most corrupt countries, said
o n Fnday.
uUnlcc;s you continue to check on them, they will do all sorts
of things, including blackmailing, using subterfuge, even threat
and intimidation to get themselves off the public hook,"
Obasanjo said.
Obasanjo's call for transparency is an attempt to repair
Nigeria's tainted image. But the task at hand is difficult.
The president said he would introduce an initiative urging
oil and other companies involved in mineral extraction, such as
gold, to open their account<; to scrutiny. The idea is that Nigerian
companies .... ould reveal how much they received and their foreign partners would publish how much they paid.
"When you have received $10 million but the others paid
$12 million, where has the two million gone? When the two societies publish the accounts, this is truly transparent," Obasanjo
reminded.
"The oil com pa nies need to be more accountable to the government and the public," said senior history major Renee
Barker. "Once the legislature is implemented, corruption will
not be as rampa nt as before."
Daniel Patterson, sophomore chemistry major thinks that,
"He [Ohasanjo I has a good plan, but it has to be done the right
way. Otherwise, it would be a waste of money and the companies
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Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo.

have to comply, else it's a waste of everybody's time."
The president was speaking at a press conference organized
by global corruption watchdog Transparency International. Last
month Transparency International released its worldwide annual graft index, ranking Nigeria second only to Bangladesh as the
most corrupt. Never short of pledges, Obasanjo ironically is a
founding member of Transparency International. But in the five
years he has been in power, not a single senior figure has been
convicted of corruption.

Usable Water Shortages
Plague the Earth
Hilltop Staff Writer
By Riu Marie Davis
I lilltop Staff \\7ri te r

Ml•mhers of thl'
Wl•lsh assembly ha\'l'
\'otl'd in favor of plans
to
proddc prima ry
srhool d1 ildrcn wit h
fret• breakfasts. T iu•
dt•cision comes as a
n•s11lt of a l'l'l'l'nl s tudy
hy Rt•ading llni\'l'rsity
whil'h sho\\'l'd that
"childn•n who 1111ss
proper hn•akfasts shan•
till' sanw rl'al'lion tinws
as people in t lwir 70s."
Brt•akfast snacks with
"simple rarhohyd ratl's"
likl' sugars gh·c a quirk
short-tl'rlll hoos t 111
t'lll'r)!.,·. hut l'Oll\'t•ntion·
al hn•akfasts sud1 as
1·1•n·a ls or toast han'
nwn· "romplex rarhohnlral\•s and n•h•asl'
1'1H-rg_,. on•r a longer
pl'ri, ,d."
Till' rest•ard1 l'ondnl'kd on 9 to 16-ycar·
lllds sho\\·t•d that tlw~·
pl'rfornwd lwttt•r at
nwntal tasks afil'I' l'at·
ing a traditional bn•akfast. Those who did not
wouml up with l'l'al·tion
ti nws o(pl'nsionl'r:-. Tlw
\\'l'lsh National llnion
nf T1•adwrs (NllT) suppt•rts till' plan whil'h
t h1'\ h1•lil'\ t' would "hdp
pupils
COlll't'lltratc.
socialize mon' and hdp
part·nt:,; who an' 11ndt•r
pressure to ?,l'I to work."
,\1'l'onling to till' HBC.
Spok1•swoman I lckdd
I lan•s said that sill' was
,·1111fitknt 1w 1•xtr,1 pn's·
sur,· w11ul1l lw put on
ll'al'lwrs and that t'\tra
st.iff would ht' brought

"Water, water everywhere,
nor any drop to drink," from The
Rime of the Ancient Mariner by
Samuel Taylor Coleridge, may
soon cross the line from famous
quote to reality.
Even though water covers
roughly two thirds of the Earth's
surface, most of it is too salty for
our uses. Of the estimated 2.5
percent of the world's water that
is not too salty, two thirds is
locked up in glaciers and ice
caps. Of that remaining, 20 percent is in remote areas and much
of the rest is in the form of floods
and monsoons. If you did the
math, you1l end up with a very
small percentage of usable fresh
water on the earth: less than
o.o896.
With the water supply so
dangerously low already, scientists expect water demand to
increase by 40 percent in the
next 20 years. 'This cuts theworld-wide average supply of
,,rater per person by a third
In response, the UN has
designated 2003 as the
International Year of Fresh
Water. Scrapping the original
goal of halving the nwnber of
deaths due to no access to clean
water by 2015, a new report has
set a date in 2030.
Humans use about 70 percent of the current water
reserves in agriculture, mainly
for irrigation. Unfortunately,
irrigation wastes almost 6o per-cent of the water used, as it trickles offor evaporates before doing

an~thing.
The gro~ing population

Contributing Writer

111.
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\Velsh

:\sSl'lllhly GoYl'rnnwnt
has lw1•11 l'ritirize1l for
thl'ir proposl'tl breakfast plan hy opposition
parties. who claim that
tlw plan is "tlawt•d~ and
nothin~ more than ··,1
~i111111id,." \\'hill' th,·\
admit that thl' ass,•111bh
See WALES page A 10
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also accounts for the dramatic
rise in water demand An adequate safe water supply is key to
good health and a proper diet.
Everyday, over 30,000 children
die before they tum five from
hunger or easily preventable diseases due to a lack of a reliable
water supply.
Pollution has also begun to
diminish the little water obtainable by use. &timates show that
there is more polluted water
than in the largest river basins.
Various organizations are
now dedicated to trying to help
provide communities with an
improved water supply.
Water Aid is one such international charity that works
mainly in the poorest comn1unities of Africa and Asia.
Established in 1981, they reportedly help over 500,000 people
yearly through water, sanitation
and hygiene education projects
using practical solutions and
low-cost technologies.
The
United
Nations
Environment Program (UNEP)
is trying to get governments to
practice more efficient water
usage techniques, including precision sprinklers and irrigation
systems, which drip \.vater
directly onto plants in order to
stop the waste typically involved
with this activity.
Cheaper, less energy-intensive ways of running desalination plants are also being
researched while subterranean
water supplies are being sourced
for usage instead of groundwater.
People in developed countries tend to take their water
supply for granted. \\.bat people

in other countries wish they had,
others use without a second
thought.
Renikko Alleyne, a senior
computer science major, admitted to never caring about her
water usage but promised to
change.
"I waste water every day, not
really worrying about how it
affected others," she said. "After
this, I'm sure I will be more conservative in my water usage."
However, there were some
who were conscious of their
usage.
Keron Alfred, a senior computer science major, said, "I have
always been conservative about
how I use water. Sometimes I
may "mste some in opening a tap
and waiting for it to reach a certain temperature but in general,
I prefer efficiency and so I naturally don't waste a lot of water."
Maia Cave, a junior computer science major, is optimistic
but practical about the impending water crisis.
"Although I am sure that we
,\ill find a method in the near
future to make use of currently
unusable water sources, there is
no need for us to exploit our current water resources,~ she said
Hopefully the actions of
these groups. and others, will
re\'erse the dry tide that threatens to engulf us.

Kenyan Universities in Strike Crisis
By Eleisha Joh.n

All of Kenya's public uniYersities were closed indefinitely last l'.ionday, a mo\'e
that has divided students, educators and even the media. The
dedsion was taken after some
3,200 professors and lecturers
launched a strike for better
salaries and terms of service.
Last year, the Kenyan government
promised
pay

the
country's
fast-growing
economy.
The
Indian
capital
The world-wide use of fake beat its Canadian
drugs has increased because rival, Hamilton,
they are so easy to make and by 46 votes to 22
sell cheaply, says the World to \\in the right to
Health Organization. It is host the e,·ent,
launching a campaign to clamp which
brings
down on the use of the drugs, together
about
which it warns can be harmful 5,500 athletes.
and even deadly.
Delhi ,..,;11 be
The WHO estimates up to only the second
25 percent of medicines conAsian city to host
sumed in developing nations the
four-yearly
are counterfeit or substandard. event, following m
They are often used to treat life- the footsteps of
threatening conditions such as Kuala Lumpur in
malaria, TB and AIDS. The Malaysia, in 1998.
problem is also widespread in India had been
richer countries, according to favorite to win the
the WHO.
vote at a meeting of
One of the best-selling member nations in
fakes is Viagra, which can easi- Montego
Bay,
ly be bought on the Internet, it Jamaica,
having
warned.
twice had unsuccessful bids in the past.
The country will
spend more than $400 million
on the games, mostly on buildA German state has begun ing sporting facilities and inframoves to ban Muslims from structure in Delhi, a city of 14
wearing head scarves 1n million people.
schools.
The bill was proposed by
the
state
of
BadenWuerttemberg following a
supreme court ruling in
September that allowed a
Muslim teacher to wear a head
The Italian Government has
scarf. The legislation is expect- selected a town in an area of outed to gain approval from the standing natural beauty as the
state parliament early next site for an underground nuclear
year.
waste dump. The small coastal
The ban wil1 not apply in town of Scanzano is in the
religious education classes, and extreme south of Italy. Experts
Christian and Jewish symbols say the waste will remain
will not be banned. Three states radioactive for up to a 150,000
- Berlin, Hesse and Saarland • years. But the government
want head scarves banned in all regards the consolidation of its
public services.
nuclear waste storage facilities in
one place as a national priority,
given the increased risks of possible terrorist attack.
About 80,000 cubic meters
of radioactive materials stored
temporarily in different parts of
India has hailed the deci- the country will be collected and
sion to award Delhi the 2010 transported to a thinly-populated
Commonwealth
Games. area which attracts many tourists
Officials describe it as a huge because of its unspoiled wildlife.
Source: BBC News
opportunity, particularly for

Fake Drugs
Intake Increased

2003 - International Year of Fresh Water

By Sean Jackman

Deck

increases. but has reportedly
been delayed b) the struggling
economy.
The ~tinistry of Education
has said in principle that it is
,\illing to initiate pay increases
in February 2004. but has not
gi,·en any details of its planned
package. The Universities
Academic Staff Union (UASU)
is demanding concrete proposals before calling off the
strike. which has shut down all
sLx public universities -

Egerton. Kenyatta. ~Iaseno,
)loi. the University of Nairobi
and the Jomo Kenyatta
University. Chancellor of the
latter, Ali ~lazrui. said that the
stagnation in wages is impeding faculty from research and
publishing efforts.
Senior print journalism
major Alicia Johnson th.inks
the action is jlb"tifi.able and relevant to the situation of teach-

German States to
Ban Head Scarves

Italy to Dump
Nuclear Waste in
Tourist Area

India to Hold
2010 Commonwealth Games

"

See ANSWERS page A 10

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Coined term for "Low-paying,
dead-end work" (5)
5. Mauritian President (4)
9. Pirates' call (4)
10. What fishes do (4)
11. Symbol for element

1. Philippines capital (6)

Hassium (2)
12. Nuclear weapon (4)
13. Strike (3)
14. Policeman (3)
15. Insurance Medical Exam
acronym (3)
16. Tutankhamen or Kmg _ (3)
17 Spice married to Beckham

(4)
18 Preposition for position (2)
19. Food that never spoils (5)
20. Capital of Jordan (5)
23. Makes up skeleton (4,
24 Initials of Sesame Street
Muppet roommates 12 l
25
Country with capital
Vientiane 14)
26 Roman numeral for 2 (2)
27 Voice of Bugs Bunny (2,5)
30 lnsh Republican Army (3)
31 Number 1 selling US snack
(6,5)

2. Pal (4)

3. Makes you laugh (4)
4. Spanish for Hey (3)
5 Pregnant goldfish (4)
6. British for small island (3)
7. Your Magazine (2)
8. Suffocation (8)
10. Close (4)
11. Flexible tube (4)
14. Ice cream_ (4)
16. Brown by the sun (3)
17. Nerve fibers linking medulla
oblongata to cerebellum (4)
19. Bootleg liquor (5)
21 Go from solid to liquid (4)
22 They sang, •Looking out for
another, anyone will do, you're
in the mood for a dance.· (4)
23. High seat of distinction (4)
25 Member of Buddhist people
In Mekong River (3)
26. Internal Revenue Service
(3)
27. Member of Parliament (2)
28. Executive Order 2,
29. Lieutenant (2)
30. Internet Protocol r2)

See KENYA page A 10
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BUSINESS TECRNOl06Y
Microsoft Attempts to Stop Computer
Predators Through New Program
By Courtney Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

A sophomore international business major,
Brandon Bailey attempted to complete a last
minute paper when his computer screen suddenly went black. After trying to retrieve his lost
paper unsuccessfully, he discovered his computer
was infected with a viruc;.
The sudden outbreak of viruses like the
MSBlast worm and Sobig viruses on the Internet
has made it difficult to complete tasks in a technology driven world. In early November, in an
effort to help catch the offenders, Microsoft partnered with law enforcement officials and imple-

mented the Anti-Virus Reward Program.
The Anti-Virus Reward Program will reward
anyone with information that will aid officials in
arresting individuals who illegally release worms,
viruses, and other damaging codes on the
Internet.
According to Microsoft, there are an estimated 200 to 300 new viruses discovered every
month. Trying to find the individuals responsible
for illegally launching these viruses has been a
difficult task for the Federal Bureau
Investigation, and the United States Secret
Service. The FBI and Secret Service find it difficult to identify and track the culprits online and
as a result many attackers still lurk on the Net.
"Even as we work to make software more
secure and educate users on how to protect themselves, we are also working to stamp out the
criminal behavior that causes this problem,"
explained Senior Vice-President and General
Counsel Brad Smith of Microsoft in an interview
with EE Times.com.
Brad also discussed the danger of Internet
crimes.
"These are not just Internet crimes, cybercrimes, or virtual crimes," he said. "These are
real crimes that hurt a lot of people. Those who
release viruses on the Internet are the saboteurs
of cyberspace, and Microsoft wants to help the
authorities catch them."
The first reward from the program will be in
the amount of a quarter-million dollars for information leading to the person who released the
MSBlast A worm. This worm was created espe-

Diva Spends
Thanksgiving
in Safeway

cially to destroy Microsoft's Windows operations.
In addition, Microsoft is also offering a second reward of a quarter-million dollars for information that may result in the arrests and conviction of the offenders responsible for releasing the
Sobig virus.
The Sobig virus made messages appear on
individual computers, as if they were from the
official Microsoft e-mail addresses.
Crashing computers, blocked e-mail, slow
Internet access and lost files are also affecting
Howard University students.
"We all have been affected by these viruses,
and it has been a big inconvenience. I am glad
Microsoft has this program, it is time to cut back
on these viruses," sophomore accounting major
Taleah Holloway said.

Mocha Lounge Still Going Strong Eight Months Later
By Christopher A.
WaU
Contributing Writer

\Nhoever said that
businesst•s foil within the
first six to 12 months of
opening t•ould not have
bl•en talking about Mocha
Lounge Espresso Bar and
Cafe.
"Being
a
native
Washingtonian, I was
concerned with how the
community
would
respond to the business,"
said Theresa Sawyer, a
full-time employee and
m,1nager at the Mocha
Lounge. ''But we've been
here for o,cr six months
and we're still going
..
s t rong.
Although the Mocha
Lounge. which is nestled
on Florida Ave. between
the Howard University
Plaza Towers and U St..
has only been open for a
!short ti llll'. Gn•gor) Lea,
the t'ntl•rtainnH'nt managl't, clt•clan·s that business has been flexible
,ind is stt'adily rising.
"Fro1n a 1nonctary
st.u1dpoint. most of our
business comes from the
surrounding community." Lea said.
" \\'l' ,He now in the
prtH'l'ss of impll'nH~nting
more" 1}!-- to read1 llo"ard
:-tudents," Lt'.l. explained.
"lltn, ,11'll studt•nts bring lots
of ide.1s ,tnd as ,1 result,
tlwre 1s now a poetr) night
e,·eQ Thursda) fro111 6 to 11
p.m."
Till' growth of the
1loch,t Lounge. Ul'COrding to
Lt•,1, dt'pt•nds on ho" well
the Ho,HHd community
responds to tht' business.
Ht• b current!\ looking
for untkrgraduntt• students
to assist in advertising for
the :\locha Lounge.
"Handing out fl) t-rs is
good. but word ot mouth is
what we need to boost business." said Lea. ~\\· e 're trying to n1ake the business
grow. but we would also like
to 1Pro\'ide a warm and intellectual
atmosphere
for
Howard Gniversit) students
in the process•.

AS

Sawyer
appreciates the business
from Howard llnh ersitv
students. but attributes the
success of the business to
tht• o" ners,
"One common misconception
about
African
Americans is that we are
unabk to proper!) manage
our 1nonc)," said S,1\\,·er.
"The success of the :\locha
Lounge. 1n nn opinion. is
attributcd to ... the proper
managemt>nt of funds."
S.1,,, er assures that
e, er) one as:--oc1a t ed ,dth
the business works diligently to pro, ide quality customer ser\'ice.
"I've been here since the
grand opening in l\iarch. Sawyer said. ·1 an1 the last
of six emplo~ ees still ,, or king. ~lany of them \1ere
young and only ,,anted to
make a quick buck, but they
weren't willing to work for
it." e~plained Saw) er.

Although
there are few employees,
Sawyer is positive that this
minor setback won't affect
business.
"\\'hen we opened in
l\larch, many Howard students were preparing for
graduation and summer
,·a cation, .. said Sawyer. "It
was slow then. but now
business couldn't be better."
Despite the success of
the cafe some Howard students like senior advertising
major .\shle) Johnson are
reluctant to gh·e their full
support.
"I'Ye onl) been to the
Mocha
Lounge
once.
Johnson said. "l\ly decision
for not going back is mainly
based on the area. I don ·t
think that the current location was a wise area to put
the ~loeha Lounge."
Johnson al,;o cite, men
outside the cafe flirting with
her ,is another reason for

not
returning.
"They can be intimidating at times," Johnson
added.
Some students share
Johnson's opinion of the
cafe.
·r went to the Mocha
Lounge a few weeks after
they opened. The service
was bad and the coffee was
not all that great,· sophomore biology major Walter
Emanuel explained.
Although Emanuel ,, as
initially not impressed with
the cafe, his opinion soon
changed.
"I decided to go back [to
the l\locha Lounge) because
there was a poetry cipher
and I was really interested."
he said. "The second time I
went,
everything
impro\·ed-the coffee was
great and the atmosphere
was friendly."
There is only one ~locha

T he Hilltop

Lounge
Espresso Bar and Cafe, but
it may not be this way for
long.
"We're going to see how
business is six months from
now before plans for a second Mocha Lounge will be
considered," Sawyer said.
"We operate mostly by word
of mouth. If there is a need
for another ~locha Lounge,
it will definitely be considered.·

-;)
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By Ashley Kelly
Business & Technology
Editor

The smell of ham.
turke, dressing, sweet potatoes, collard greens, and
macaroni and cheese fill the
air. It is Thanksgiving Day at
Diva's house.
Diva stares outside her
second floor window watching as the red, orange and
yellow leaves decorate her
backyard.
"Diva get down here,"
Diva's mother calls.
Diva reluctantly gets up
from her plush pink coach
and walks downstairs.
"Mom what is it?"
"v\7elL first I need you to
change your tone girl," her
mother said turning beet red
(a rather drastic color for a
woman of her complexion).
"I need you to go to the store
to pick up a few items for
dinner.~
"What do you need
mom?" Diva asks, still
annoyed she had to leave
her room.
"I need garlic, Jiffy mix,
eggs, milk, paprika for the
potato salad and onions."
"Okay," Diva says as she
extends her hand for the
money.
Her mother hands her a
debit card instead.
"Diva don't take all day."
Diva goes upstairs to
change clothes.
Yes, she even has to look
fly to go to the grocery store.
When Diva walks into
Safeway, she grabs a cart
and heads to aisle one.
"What did that woman
say she wanted? I'll just
guess."
Diva rolls through the
grocery store and starts
grabbing random items.
"I think she said bread,"
Diva says as she grabs two
loaves.
Diva bypasses the Jiffy
mix and picks up brownie
mix instead.
~r need some chocolate,"
Diva grabs another box o
brownies before leaving the
aisle.
Ten minutes later,
Diva's cart is half full, but
she only has one thing that
her mother requested-paprika.
She only remembered
this because potato salad is
her favorite.
"I really don't remember
what mom asked for, but
what would Thanksgiving be
without a turkey?"
Diva lifts a 20-pound
turkey into the cart crushing
a bag of potato chips she just
picked up.
"Out of all this food I'm
sure I got what mom needed. What would that woman
do ~ithout me?" Diva says
with a bright smile a5 she
walks to the cash register.
"How are you today?"
the cashier asks Diva as he
rings up her groceries.
See DIVA page A 10
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Forum Discusses Students'
Mistreatment of Homeless
ter, I didn't think anything of
it becaus e I was drunk,"
.Jackson said. "He grabbed
m e by my throat and raped
me. I thought to myself, 'Am
I going to die tonight?'"
Not long after that,
.Jackson restored her faith in
God and put her life back on
track . She is now off, the
street and working with the
National Coalition for the
Homeless.
Senior political scie nce
major Timothy Butler listened to the s peakers and
said it humbled him.
" It was touching and
humbling to actually hear the
s tories of those that were
homeless, " Butler said. "I
have really been touched and
blessed and I'm inspired to
do more things to eradicate
homelessness in America."
Butler is not the only stu-

HOMELESS from A2

my family told me I had
already had enough schooling, so I took on a janitorial
job," .Jackson said.
Eventually,
.Jackson 's
hard work paid off and s he
got promoted to payroll ,
which led to much bigger
things.
" I wanted to come back to
Washington and I wanted to
show all these people who
made fun of me when I was in
school that I had a charge
card and they didn 't ,"
.Jackson said.
Jackson said that s he s till
did not find solace until s he
turned to alcohol.
"One night I was in the
streets, and I was drunk
again, and this guy told me
he was going back to the s he] -

For More
Information ...
National Coalition for
the Homeless online:
http://

dent that was inspired '>v the
s peakers.
Antoinetta Hairston, a
junior radio-television-film
major, feels the ultimate goal
is to help others.
"The ultimate goal is to
help
out
the
people,"
Hairston said. "After coming
to this program tonight. It
has kind of en1ightened me
that ever}Olle doesn't have
that dollar, everyone didn't
choose to be homeless."

Jumpstart Sparks Young Minds
START from A4

"[,Jumpstart] is taking
great steps lo ensure President
Bush's goal that all children
can read by the third grade,"
English said. "This is a very
ambitious and powerful goal
and ,h our nation approachl's
the 50th anniversary of Brown
v. Board, it holds a special signifirancc
at
Howard
University."
Further stressing the
importance of Jumpslart is
U.S. Dl'partmcnt of Education
Assistant
Secretary
of
Postsecondary Education Sally
Stroup.
"One of our issues is academically preparing and rearing students to come into
sch ool ready to read," Stroup
said. "Reading is a lifetime
gift. Once you give it to [a
child 1. no one can take it
,.
away.

Stroup also expressed her
belief of the importance of college stt1dents sharing this gift
with preschoolers.
"Kids who succeed in
school are pretty happy adults
once they get out," Stroup
said. "College students instilling in little children the dream
that the} can go to college is
invaluabk."
Rob Waldron, the CEO
and President of Jumpstart,
said that he greatly appreciated the Howard students who
arc engaged in service.
"Corps members have
entered the business of hope,
the hope that we can improve
the lives of children in
America and solve the problen1s in education," Waldron
said. "It is unconscionable that
we can decide at such an early
age the fate of a child's life."
Corps member Kimberly
Jones, a junior legal communications major, feels that

Jumpstart makes a great influence in helping children to
improve their fate.
"There is so much you can
get from Jumpstart," Jones
said. "We impact these children wl-iile learning how to
changes lives and how to educate."
Williams agrees with his
fellow Corps members on the
difference that Jumpstart
makes. "I have a genuine
interest in children," Williams
said. "I love to see them succeed and see the smiles on
their faces."
Jumpstart D.C. - Howard
University works mostly in
elementary schools themselves, like Bruce :Monroe. For
more information, visit the
Howard
University
Community Association on
Georgia Avenue, right next to
Wachovia bank, or call 202806- 4771.
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Black Donors a Rarity
NEED fromA2

du res they ha,-e to go through.~
Freshman marketing major
Ashley Peters believes it goes
much farther than being underweight or being lazy.
k~1inorities want to give back
to the communitv,~ Peters said.
~But they want to give back to
their community and most of the
blood is given to white people

first.~
Despite
the
universa:
thought that the blood is nol
coming back to the African
American community. according
to the ?\1assachusetts General
Hospital website. minorines are
in desperate need of blood
because of diseases like sickle cell
anemia.
Freshman broadcast journalism major Sudana Irby

belies.-es there is a fear throughout
the minority community that
hinders minorities from donating.
"I think it's a big fear because
"ith a lot of different diseases
running around. like AIDS: you
never know what you might
ha\'e, ~ Irb) said. "It's kind ofscai:·
that you donate blood and then
you find out you might ha,·e
something.r

Students Give Blood To Red Cross
SAVE fromA2

opportunity to sign up for the
National Marrow Registry.
'There is a shortage of both
blood and marrow in the United
States because of recent events,"
Dar said... I may get in an accident
and need a transfusion. I know
that if I give, I can receive."
According to Red Cross
Marrow
Donor
Program
Minority Recruitment Specialist

Juliette Williams, not enough
African Americans are donating
bone marrow.
"Currently there are approximately 5 million people on the
registry, but only 388,847 are
African American." Williams
said.
"Because
[African
American] numbers are so low
and the chance of matching is so
slim, people are dying needlessly."
American
Red
Cross

Volunteer Anne Snodgrass' passion for donating blood matches
that of \Villiams for donating
marrow.
"[Giving blood] is easy,
almost painless, and it does so
much good for other people:·
Snodgrass said. "But if you can't
give blood there are other ways to
help. It isn't difficult to \'Olunteer
at blood drives. There are all over
Washington, D.C. almost every
day."

Official: Stress and Mono Related
MONO fromA4

Brown said. "I haven't really
heard anything about it. If it was
a big deal on campus, you'd hear
more about it."
Psychology major Victor
Downing agreed with Brown's
conclusions.
"Someone I knew in high
school was out for awhile with it,
but I wouldn't say it's as big a
deal on Howard's campus," he
said.
Lynette Mundey, Associate

Director of Medical Services at
Howard Student Health Center,
said that the center does not
keep track of mononucleosis
cases, only lab test results.
"I don't think people take it
seriously,'' Pender said. "I
wouldn't want to get tired like
that."
Ann Hatch, who works for
media relations for the Dallas
County Community College
District, said that health center
staffers notice the connection
between the disease and stress.

"They told me that it's not
uncommon to see an increase in
mono cases at the end of every
semester, especially fall and
spring,"
Hatch
explained.
"Students who are preparing for
final exams are stressed, tired,
don't get enough sleep, don't eat
properly, and generally abuse
themselves physically. As a
result, they come down with
mono more frequently."
For more information about
mononucleosis, students can
visit the student health center.

ODDU
BENEFITS
►

No more student loans

► No more part-time jobs
► Receive up to $2,200.00 monthly salary

►

FULL TUITION PAID

► Books and fees paid
►

Free travel

►

Free dental/medical care

►

Optional life insurance coverage

► Summer employment
►

30 days paid vacation

ELIGIBILITY
► US Citizen
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GPA

► Must have completed 60 college credits
► SAT

1000 or ACT 23
► Age 20- 26 upon graduating from college
► Bea sophomore or Juruor in a ➔-)car

college program
► Attend an approved college or university

APPLICATION DEADLINE
is FEBRUARY 13th
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Welsh Students Get Free Breakfast
WALES from Al

has good intentions, they
believe that the plan was not
adequately thought out and
that it would result in less
resources for other education
policies such as smaller classes
and building repairs. Assembly
Liberal Democrat leader Mike
German told BBC Radio Wales
that there were "big question ."
"We don't know for exam-

pie how much this is going to
cost. If it's going to be voluntary, who's going to take it up,
who's going to provide the
:,taff..."
The Welsh Labour Party
however was confident in the
plan's feasibility and the program will be started in
September 2004. ,Jodiann
Ledford, a junior biology
major, believes, "It is a positive
initiative and the U.S. government should follow in this

path. ~1an) students "ho
attend public primary chools
come from underprivileged
homes with single parents who
are most likely unable to provide the children with a nutritious breakfast."
Edward ~1cLean. a senior
civil
engineering
major,
agreed. "I think it is a really
good idea. Parents who are
poor cannot afford a good
breakfast for their kids. Joe
first meal of the day 1s the most

All Kenyan Universities
Closed Indefinitely
KENYA from Al

crs here in the United States.
"Often the state of education is
hlmncd on the teachers," says
Johnson, "hut they rarely have
the tools they need to teach."
The pay strike has divided
tlw country's press, with two
daily n(•wspapers (The Nation
and The East African Standard)
calling for negotiations, while
another (thl' Kenya Times) has
issut>d a bitter criticism of the
profl•ssors. Students have also
found tlwmsdvcs on opposing
:,ides of thl' controversy.
Some 60,000 student!-.
were sent home last Monday
amid fears of rioting. Howard
Univt•rsity senior Ano Miller,
recalls a similar crisis during

her years in Kenya and sa)s
that university closures have
taken place before, especially
due to student rioting.
However, on Monday
evening, many students at the
University of Nairobi gathered
outside the campus in a show
of support for their professors
and several student leaders
joined staff at a meeting
addressed by union officials.
When asked whether a similar
show of support would be likely on Howard's campus if the
situation arost>, most students
interviewed found it highly
unlikely. Senior insurance
major, Keren Charles, says that
the level of support here would
"depend on how comparable
professors' salaries are to that

of their peers."
"I think [students] would
simply be happy not to have
classes," says Johnson, "I don't
think they would bother to go
out there and support their
professors."
In a twist of irony, Kenya's
assistant education minister,
Kilemi Mwiria, has found himself in an awkward position.
Mwiria, a former lecturer, led a
similar pay strike ten years ago,
but must now handle the government's negotiations with his
former colleagues.
Currently, a tutorial fellow
in K.enya is reported to earn
Sh1s:ooo (U.S. $195), a lecturer Sh17,ooo (U.S. $221) and a
full professor Sh31,ooo (U.S.
$403) per month.

The Cod's Tale of Extinction
COD fromA6

have migrated across the
globe, man has made a habit of
taking for granted his food
source. Unfortunately, it's only
after sonic generations that the
consequences begin to show.
\i\'c have over-fished our
oceans. and not just off
Scotland and Ireland, but
around tlw earth, and as a
n•sult. :i nt.1\, study reported
that 9096 of all large fisht>s
have disappeared from the
world's ocean in the past half
Cl'ntury. Mt•nnwhile scientists
try desperately to get bans
pasSl'd and enforced.

Dolphins, whales, sharks
and other large oceanic creatures are caught indiscriminately in fishing nets and massive amounts of dead fish are
thrown back into the sea.
Regrettably, many fail to see
how this affects other species.
The marine ecosystem is
well balanced, and when we
deplete one of the units in the
system, the balance is ruptured. Any species that is
reduced, will adversely affect
other species that are in contact with it; whether that contact be predatory or mutual in
nature. The trend that scientists have noticed, can only

lead to the starvation of the
marine ecology in the future.
A statement from Kela
Francis, senior English major,
couldn't sum this up better:
"We need to ensure that the
environment is the same,
which may not always be possible. We can also implement
breeding
programs
and
expand into different food
sources while helping fishermen get alternate methods of
income. This will help the
exploitation. Of course, as
many people as possible also
need to be educated on the
.issue. "

important. so the government
:.hould definitely step 1n to
pro,ide this benefit for those
\\ho can't afford it."
First ~linister Rhodri
Morgan told the BBC that he
received positive feedback
from children at a primary
school in Swansea which
already pro,ides an affordable
breakfast for pupils. He said
that, "It isn't simply a matter of
'I like Jam on my toast' or 'I like
cereals' or whatever. They

1

seemed to understand "hat
good ifs doing them and I'm
very pleased about that."
Cherie \\'arner. a junior
biology major said that the
breakfast plan was important.
especially for people who cannot afford it. "People assume
that everyone has access to
meals, but there are some who
don't. so pro,iding meals for
children makes people aware
that there is a need \\hich has
to be met."

Cross \\orld Puzzle olutions
ANSWERS from Al

ACROSS

DOWN

5. Taya

1. Mcnla
2. Joke

9.Anoy
10 Swim

4.Qye
5 Twit

1. Mc.Job

11 Hs
:2 Nuce

6 Ail
7. YM

13 Hit
14. Coo

8. Asotwxia
10. Shut

16. Tut
17. Posh

14. Cone
16. Tan

15. IME
18. Ai.

19.Honey

11. Hose

17 Pons

19.Hooch

20. Amman
23. Bone

21. ,v1elt
22. ABBA

25.Laos
26. ii
27. Mel Blanc
30. IRA
31.Potato Chips

25.Lao
26. IRS

24. EB

23. Banc

27 MP

28. EO
29. Lt
30. IP

Thanksgiving Day Dinner
DIVA from AB

"I'm good. It sure does
stink that you have to
work on Thanksgiving."
"Yea, but I'll be off
soon. You sure are buying
a lot of last-minute food."
MMy mom sent me to
the store for some items,
but I forgot what she
asked for, so I just picked
up things I thought she
needed."
"She
forgot
the
turkey?"
"Yea I think that was
one of the items."
"Okay," he says as he
finishes ringing up the
food," Your total comes
to $105.77."
Diva
swipes
her
mom's debit card and
seconds later realizes it
will not go through.
Diva's mom gave her a
debit card because she
only needed a few items

and she knew $20 would
take care of \•,:hat she
needed. Not what Diva
thought she needed.
"Is there a problem
miss?" he asked, as he
noticed the young lady
had a very perplexed look
on her face.
"Uh-for some reason
my mother's stupid card
is not going through."
"Would you like to use
another form of payment?"
Diva has two credit
cards and her own debit
card in her wallet, but
Diva only spends her
money on necessities-like a new pair of pumps.
Thanksgiving dinner is
nowhere near her necessity category.
Instead of using her
own money to correct her
dumb mistake she begins
helping the cahier take
the groceries out the bag.

I'd rather go home
empt)
handed
then
broke. Besides if I'm
broke. ho,, .,m l going to
buv anything ton1orro\, at
the after Thanksgiving
sales?
It's bad enough that
Diva is abusing her credit. but now she is trying
to abuse
her
mom's
money. It looks as though
she will never learn.
When
your
family
sends you to get last
minute
stuff
for
Thanksgiving. (and they
will) write a list and
don't buy extra items.
It sure would stink to
spend your Thanksgiving
where Diva spent hers-in Safeway.
Dedicated to D. R - we
got through that conference somehow.

Annie Battle Makes Students Feel at Home
BATTLE from A2

enced Battle's interaction with
students and appreciates her
willingness to always lend a listening ear.
"Ms. Battle is someone you
can confide in and she will tell
you the truth,'' Stinson said. "A
lot of students feel comfortable
around her and they come to
her with their problems, knowing that she is there to help."
Battle's role as a counselor
can be linked to her aspirations
to one day become a child therapist. Serving as a support system is nothing new to Battle.
As the mother of four daugh-

ters, she makes it a priority to
devote quality time to her family.
"Once I leave work, I go
home and spend time with my
children," Battle said. "They are
exactly what I work for, and it's
my job to be there for them."
In
celebration
of
Thanksgiving, Battle plans
assist with a potluck dinner she
is organizing in Cook Hall to
recognize the hard work of the
hall staff.
Christyn Paige, a resident
assistant in Cook, notes that
Battle always manages to make
the staff feel at home.

"Ms. Battle goes out of h er
way for other people," Paige,
said. "She pays attention to the
little things that others miss
and that makes her a good
employee."
For Battle, extending herself for others is just a part of
her caring nature. She enjoys
working with students and
takes pride in her many roles in
the dorms.
"If there is anything that
the staff or students ask me to
do, I'll do it," said Battle. "If Ms.
Battle can do it, Ms. Battle is
there."

•
•
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Come v,stt us at the

ALLIED HEALTH
SCIENCE AND
NURSING ANNUAL
CAREER FAIR

can ~ ou hear ·t ~
Toe mo t forturate people n fo are t ose who not

y

d the r ca ng but

find the opportun ty to
fol ow 1t Each day at MSKCC we'll offer you the chance to do iust that by h p ng us break new ground
,n the research troatme"'lt, odu<:at on and prevent on of cancer Jon us at the A ed Heath Sc ence ana
Nurs ng Annual ureer Fa r to find out how you can mal...e ad fference n the aves of cancer pabents around
the world, as well as your I fe too

:\Ie111()rial Sloan-Kettering
C . .111cer C~L~nter

November 21, 2003

1 0;00am - 2:00pm
Armour J. Blackburn Center Ballroom
If unab e to attend, p ease forwa,d your
r-esume to Co ege Re at ons Department,

633 Th rd Avenue, 5th F oor.
NewYonc. NY 10017

E-nia

s oanc:Omskcc org

www.mskcc.org
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Want to write for the
student voice of Howard
University?

Forum Speaks on Univ. Gender Gap
FORUM page A 1

men and women of all races.
"In 1999, there was a gender gap of 1.2 million between
white women and white men,"
Garibaldi said. " There is not
only a gender gap between
African American men and
women, but between all
races."
rn his statistical data
Garibaldi said that while there
is a big gender gap between
men and women ages 18-24
who graduate from high
school, the gap is significantly
smaller in the age range of 2529.
" In 2000, 86.6 percent of
African American men completed high school or an
equivalent," Garibaldi said.
"So many time. we focus on
the 18-24 age range, but we
forget the untapped resource
of men at the 25-29. We need
to make resources available to
these men."
In Boykin's speech, he
said that the education of
black boys is the story within
the story."

Teachers hold lower
expectations of black boys,'
Boykin said. "This translates
to less answer time for boys.
Until we are able to get more
black men through the
pipeline then we will fail as a
society."
According to Boykin, society must move past the sorting
process in the educational system in order to rectify the gender disparity.
" The sorting process
seeks out the weakest link
which is African American
males," he said.
During the Question and
Answer period, one audience
member asked how Howard
would work to retain African
American 1nen.
" We have ver; high
expectations and demands on
the academics," President of
Howard University H. Patrick
Swygert said. " We perhaps
need to have more resources
to meet that demand."
When asked if the
University allows for lower
SAT scores to garner more

males, board of trustee member Florence McKenzie said
that Howard does not only
look at SAT scores, but also
other achievements.
"We encouraged the
University to take a chance on
students," McKenzie said. "
We feel that the University's
mission needs to be able to
accept those who might not
bave all of the requirements."
Students who attended
the event were impressed with
the statistical data provided.
" The numbers [data]
were good and drove home the
point presented," Shawntel
Herbert, senior public relations major, said. "The
answers that were given to the
problem offered possible solutions."
Freshman
accounting
major Wesley Bullock believes
that the University is already
doing a lot to recruit more
men.
"Howard has already
taken steps to accommodate
those who want to come,"
Bullock said.

Need stories published
by the end of the
semester?

GSA Speaks Out on Housing
HISTORY from A2

Howard Manor, and the
leasing of Eton Towers,
semester.
Anderson explained to Park Square, and Sutton
the graduate students that Plaza.
Anderson stated that
undergraduates have first
rights to the selection of Queen of the Apostles of the
housing. Graduate students Divinity School was the
became uneasy as Anderson only building specifically
elaborated on undergradu- for graduate students and
a t es having first preference, t ha l was bcca use the underand stated that the housing graduates have to be helped
policy made that clear. He first.
One graduate s tudent,
also stated that the adminis tration sought living facil- who was unidentified in the
ities, in r efere nce to the article stated he would
Unive r s ity's purchase of never suggest that anyone
come here because of the

housing problem.
An abundance of students today feel similarly
about their experience with
housing on campus.
Second year graduate
student and Psychology
major Hussein Edelen, who
now resides off campus,
described his situation as
equally aggravating.
~My experience with on
campus housing was everything but pleasing and frustrating to say the least,
besides I want to be treated
like an adult.

Come to the budget
meeting
Tuesday in the Hilltop
Office at 7 p.m.
SportsHeadz Inc.
Presents
SportsHeadz Tournaments
''College Style''
Bowling!!

Pflegar Encourages Students to take
back Authority and Put God First
PFLEGAR from A4

sa nd dollars a year on
[people] in prison and
yet [we) do not give
the1n a G. E. D, do not
give them high school
diploma, do not give
th e m treatment for drugs
and then :-end them out,"
Pfleirr said. "Wl' :-ay )OU
paid your dues but your
record is with you for
th l' n•st of your life."
Finally Pflegar said

there are four steps that
can get stude nts can take
to get right with God.
First, they must draw
back to God. Second,
they must take back the
position of authority.
Third, they must be the
voice of America. And
fourth, they must do
what is right eYen if it
means not receiving anything.
Students who were
present said that the

message blessed them
greatly.
Junior
business
major Demaine Jones
said the message help
him not to compromise
his integrity and faith to
fit in this sick world.
Senior
education
major Sara \'\Ta t ers said
that the message gave
her understanding to
shut off her television
and go to her bible for
wisdom.

Prizes
$2000 1st Place Scholarship Prize
$500 2 nd Place Scholarship Prize
$250 3 rd Place Scholarship Prize
Competition- Single Elimination/Scratch
Fee- $24.99 Registration Entry Fee
Date:
Time:
Location:

To reglster online simply go to Active.com/ type in individual sport/type ln
bowling under search, and VA under state. Click on Sportsffeadz BowUng
Tournament College Style and you're on your way.
Or s imply caU 703-981-1409 to register by phone.
*Spaces are liJTiited
*You must sign in promptly by 8:30am the day of your tournament with a
valid J.D.

Do you Know of a
Howard employee
who deserves to be
Employee of the
Week?

■

December 14, 2003
9:00am to 6:00pm
Alexandria Bowling Ctr.

•

■

Let us Know!
Submit a name and a fifty word essay about why the employee should
Employee of the Week. Submissions are due every Thursday by ?pm,.
Submissions can be made to tisdalecampused@yahoo.com
T!le Hilltop

November 18, 2003
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Drug Testing Procedures Leave little Room for E"or
By Kaneicia Brown
Hilltop Staff Writer

NCA&T
(MEAC Champions)
Hampton

38
28

Bethune-Cookman
Howard

21
7

0

lympic track runner Marion Jones never imagined she
would be experiencing a nightmare because of her running, but vigorous drug testing is beginning to haunt

her career.
Jones has been subpoenaed to give evidence in front of a

Delaware St.
Norfolk St.

36
25

grand jury that she hasn't used an anabolic steroid called tetrahydrogestine, or THG.

scsu

27
15

FAMU

She's in jeopardy of losing her medals if found guilty. But so
are three other gold medalists, 7 NFL stars, and baseball great

Morgan St.- Bye Week

Barry Bonds. They're among 40 athletes that have been subpoeStandings:
(MEAC, Overall)

naed for the same reason.
As new street drugs and performance enhancers arise on the

NC A&T
(6-0, 10·1)
Bethune-Cookman (5-2, 8-2)
Hampton
(5-2, 6-4)
scsu
(4-2, 7-4)
Morgan St.
(3-3, 5-5)
Howard
{1-5, 3-7)
Delaware St.
(1-5. 1-9)
Norfolk St.
(0-6, 1-1 0)

professional spectrum, the National Collegiate Athletics
Association (NCAA), races to
keep up, knowing that new
drugs will trickle down to the
collegiate level.
Therefore, the NCAA is con-

VOLLEYBALL:

stantly adding new additions to

\I>"-

~

-

its banned drug list.

.-

In fact,

they even test for urine manipulators or "masking agents" to
ensure that an athlete is not

Morgan St.
Norfolk St.

3
0

FAMU
NC A&T

3

Bethune-Cookman

3

scsu

0

0

using a banned substance.

Is Howard's Athletic Talent
Going Up In Smoke?

Howard University tests its
athletes independently using
Quest Laboratories.

However,

Howard athletes are also subjected to NCAA testing depend-

American
UMES

3
0

ing on the sport and whether or
not the sport attains NCAA

NCA&T
Bethune-Cookman

3
1

Norfolk St.
Coppin St.

3
2

Standings:

championship status.
"NCAA tests men's football, women/men's cross country, and
women/men's indoor-outdoor track every year for banned substances and st reet drugs," said A.B. Williamson, Howard

(MEAC, Overall)

University Director of Compliance and Athletic Business Affairs.

Northern Division

"We additionally test all sports for street and other illegal drugs,

#2 UMES
#4 Morgan St
#7 Howard

such as cocaine and marijuana."

(9·1, 24· 11)
(6-3, 14-17)
(3-7, 7- 15)
#8 Hampton
(3-7, 12-13)
#10 Coppin St. (1-9, 3-27)
#11 Delaware St. (1·9, 4-24)
Southam Division
#1 FAMU
(10·0, 22-3)
#3 NCA&T
(8·2, 15-1 6)
#5 scsu
(96-4, 15-10)
#6 Bethune-Cookman
(5·5, 10-21)
419 Norfolk St.
(2-8, 3·22)

The university tests its student-athletes once a year, but the
number isn't set in stone. "There is no limit to how many times
an athlete can be tested," Williamson said. "If an athlete is under
suspicion, a coach or athletic admin istrator can request that athlete be tested as well."
Bison hurdJer David Oliver has been randomly tested more
than once this year. "I was tested twice before our season even
started,~ said the senior marketing major from Denver, Colorado.

Running
sensation
Antoine
Rutherford
bas 1,050
rushing
yards on the
season and
one more

"But I think random testing is necessary, and should be done
more during the championship events."
In the age of sports enhancers, dietary supplements and
street drugs, few have been an issue at Howard. However, student athletes who have to maintain a certain weight for may feel
tempted to take the newest drug.c; to get fast results.
Freshman football running back Antoine Rutherford is familiar with athletes taking perfonnance enhancers, dietary supplements, and weight gainers.
Rutherford wants to gain 15 to 20 pounds by next season, but
he plans to use the safest technique to obtain bis goal.
"I think you should gain weight naturally," Rutherford said.

game ...

·You should try to eat properly and nutritiously. I want to be

seeB2.

about 215-220, so I am planning to eat more and lift. The most
important thing is to stay clean and enhance your body natural-

Iv
, ."
"The overwhelming drug that has been detected in student
See ATHLETES page B3

-

PORTS
On The Real

-------

By L. \1ichael Flanagan

------,

-

Rutherford Gets 1,000,
But Win Still Eludes Bison
By Kaneicia Brown

Props:
I Give Credit
Where Credit
is Due
Pn,ps: to I loward's freshman
running hack Antoine Rutherford
for giving l loward fans something
to look forward too. Rutherford,
who is averaging a whopping 116
yard,; per game, should finish this
S<.',L<;o11 as the MI~C's leading
ntsher
Big Props: to the l loward
otknsive line, fullbacks, tightPnds, and n"<."t'ivc•rs for excellent
nm blocking, humbly, helping our
fourth st1ing running back go
over a 1000 yard<; for the seac;on.
Aftl•r .Jay and Keon went down
t•arly 1t wa~n 't looking good, but
with the season c•nding at
Dt•lawarc St. nc.,t wrck, fans can
say that this year's nmning gan1e
was a sm't"t'SS.
Props: to C'incinnati Bengals
wide rt'<.'l'ivcr Chad ,Johnson for
guarant<'l'ing their victoty this
w<.-ckt'nd o\·er the Kansas City
Chief~. who were 9-0 and looking
to lx'<.·onw tlw fin.t team since the
•'§'.,"'!:.',\\\in'"; ll,*1uiUf .~,,fiui.'i\i .1:ru>
regular se.ason with a perfect
record. Further kudos to the
Bengals first year head coach
Maivin Lewis for defying the odds
and turning the Bengals organization around. Last year 'Natti 1-9
after ten gaines. This season's
record? 5-5.
Props: to Sports Illustrated
for testing the validity of the SI
,Jin,, by placing the Chiefs on the
cover la,;t \\t'ck.11mt darn SI jinx
sure is scary.
Proµ.-.: to t'x-Rt'<l.skin, tun1ed
Carolina Panther running back
St('piwn Davis for punishing his
fonlll'r tC'ain on Stmda}. Last
year, the Skins· fazed him out of
the' offrnsc hcfort' thC'y dt'('('ived
bun by not resigning hin1. Now
hl''s at home in Notth Carolina
and has till' ont'\.' tcnible
l\u1tlw1~. ptiml'Cl to makt' n Super
Bowl nm.
P1,ip,-,: to DollQ\~lll i lc."J abb
and thl' Philadelphia Eagks. who
at one point this st',lSOn, were
looking quill' pitiful. Atlt•r stumblit~ to,\ 0-2 start. which pamlkkd in l'lll\tnwc1~\". ,ind futilitv,
,
lhl' ll•;tgUl'S h~hl>st paid phlyer
has k'<.i his tt•atn to a 7-3 record
and hi1n.-;c1t· out of tht• ntt'l.iia"s

Hilltop Staff Writer
The Bison football team plunged deeper
into its loss ratio (1-5 MEAC, 3-7 overall)
after the Bethune-Cookman Wildcats (5-2
MEAC, 8-2 overall) sealed their eighth win of
the season with a score of 21-7 Saturday afternoon. The contest was this season's last
home game
Linebacker ~like Sanders forced a fumble
that Greg Spriggs recovered, giving the Bison
possession at the Wildcat 39-yard line.
Third-string quarterback Antoine Hartfield
launched a 39-yard touchdown pass to wide
receiver Jonathan Brewer, and the Bison
escaped a shutout. The score brought the
Bison back in the game, as the Wildcats led by
a lone touchdown.
"Having a sudden change in score
changes the momentum," said BethuneCookman Head Coach Alvin Wyatt. "They
had the opportunity to make something happen defensively with us being up by seven.
But the 'championship touchdown' put us
back up fourteen."
The "championship touchdown" came at
the hands of Wildcat quarterback Allen
Suber. The "Suberman," who scored 22
touchdowns prior to Saturday's contest, ran
28 yards on a nerve-wracking fourth down to
add yet another score to his resume.
In fact, the touchdown that Suber scored
with 7:38 left in regulation was his 41st rushing touchdown of his career, and broke the
standing Wildcat record.
"It was very hard to contain him because
fie 1s so agile," said sopliomore safety Antoine
Bethea, who led the Bison defense with 12.5
tackles. "Everybody had to be responsible for
containing him."
But Suber was not the only record-setter;
running back Antoine Rutherford surpassed
the 1,000 rushing-yard mark of his career
this season, the only freshman in Howard's
history to do so. Rutherford's 140-yard effort
Saturday accounted for nearly 78 percent of
the Bison's total offensive yardage.
Suber gained 150 of the 249 rushing yards
for the Wildcats running their option play.

PHOTO SY MARK COLEMAN, ALL-PRO PHOTOGRAPHY

Third-string quarterback Antoine Hartfield (7) tries to avoid a sack by a Wildcat defender.
Bethune Cookman recorded seven sacks against Howard last Saturday.

Suber and running backs Rodney Johnson
and Brad Lee faked the hand-off exchange,
and effectively duped the Bison defense.
"He read the tackles to fake pitch to me,"
Johnson said. "We normally run it all year,
and it really worked against Howard."
Yellow flags worked to the advantage of

the Bison offense that gained 89 yards
because of penalties against BethuneCookman.
The Wildcats received a 15-yard penalty
when defensive end Ricky Williams blatantly

See BISON page 83

doghollil'.
Props: .1)S(1 go to the ~ikt•
football p.'ople for thl'?lr nurkt•ting of:\ tkh.td \'ick making him
tlw st.1r of tlw ~\\..'-On ,1longsidc
-ll'l\.'r Tt'tn•ll Owt.•ns in the latt~1
N'ikt• Gridiron l'cmuncrl'i.tl. The
comnwn·ial ft•,1tun~. \"kk-#7
~rambling ,md passing to O\,cns
-#$1. all in .1 cartoon.japan,unation. ~llp('r-hcro t)l'll' t.lr,una.
Prop of the , \\'1.'k goes to
~ h~or u',lgUC Ba,;cball
..
fur not
rracking d,)\\ n hard on pl.ly't'~
who U.>;t' :--~l'ro1d,; .u1d not n:vealing the naml's of p)a\"l'I"S who tested positive for ~tcroids. ~obody
wants to see their f..wotite player·s
in1age tarnished for using
steroids. rm not saying any
names. but you take a harsh stand
on steroids and you l0$e the dran1atk homcrun totals of the past
five years. And th~ k110\, this
n1an.
Thafs all the props I M\-e for
this week. Until ne.'\.t time, peace
and blessings.
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Bison Defeated by Wildcats Drug Testing Athletes
possession of the ball for
about 26 minutes, 10 minutes
less than the Wildcat offense.
.r-.tarcos
tackled punt returner Shaun Quarterbacks
and
Antoine
Miller before he caught the Moreno's
ball. IioweH~r, a f,,ul by Hartfield's efforts combined
for seven completed passes
Howard offset the penalty.
Wyatt wasn't i;urprised
out of 18 attempts for a total
"\V.c are the most penal• of 62 yards.
ized team Ill the MEAC, n
The Bison lost starting
Wyatt said. "\'Ve phin for 107 quarterback Moreno late in
yards in pen alties, because the second quarter due to an
that's what we average. But I injury to his left shoulder.
am tired of getting penalties, More no was sidelined for the
which is wh ,v I took Williams remainder of the game, and
out for that pe rsonal foul. I is questionable for playing in
will not condone that type of Howard's last game of the
season against Delaware
behavior."
Offen I\ el.b the Bison State.
"We think it's something
struggled lCJ move the ball
tov,,nrcl the cndzone, and with his left shoulder, but he
were fon•t•d to punt t>ight hasn't been diagnosed yet,
times . The Bison suffered a Bison Head Coach Ray Petty
loss of 44 yards on seve n said. " He will be taken to the
quarterback sacks, ancl had hospital to be x-rayed later
BISON from B2

on today."
In the absence of :-.toreno
and the second-string quarterback Ronald Venters,
Hartfield may have to start
against Delaware State for
Howard's final contest of the
season.
"We feel confident about
Hartfield coming in," Petty
said. "He started 1n the
spring and was replaced by
Moreno due to injury. He's
very capable of playing the
starting position."
The Bison will face off
against the Delaware State
Hornets this Saturday 1n
Dover, Delaware for their l"st
gan,e of the season. The
Hornets are currently 1-9
overall , and 1-5 in the MEAC.

owers.

ATHLETES from 81

athletes has been marijuana."
\Villiamson said. ·However,
the percentage 1s ,·ery lo,'1-·
among students here, and we
will continue to test randomly
to keep it that wa)."
Colonel .McLain Garrett.
the director of Howard's student health center, does his
best to ensure the most accurate results for the students'
and the uni, ersity's safety.
That includes guaranteeing
that athletes can't submit urine
for testing that isn't theirs.
"We have an addition to
the normal process here at
Howard called 'change of custody'." Garrett said. •'After the
student fills out the slip properly and the specimen is labeled,
whoever touches it from then

ou

on must sign for it. Even the
representati,·e from Quest has
to sign for it, and the recipient
at Quest has to sign for it once
it gets there. If it comes out
positive. another test is done.
to see how much of the substance is in the specimen. and
to verify that it belonged to that
individual."
Garrett works diligently to
ensure the testing proceeds as
accurately as possible.
\'\"hen a student athlete is
test ed, their coach is at the
door to identify the athlete as
the individual on record for
testing. Once their identity is
verified, the athlete is assigned
an open bathroo1n door.
··Male
students
are
watched by me, and females
are watched by Dr. Mundy,"
Garrett said. "After the student
comes out with the specimen,

the~ fill out a slip with their
name. I.D. number. and sport.
The specimen is t.1en handed to
a medical personnel staff n1ember. and the change of custodv
process begins.·
Bison goalkeeper Lindsey
\\'alton. thinks that random
testing is t.-ffective. "1 think that
the testing catche~ pe pie, but
it's not going to stop people
from using drugs." \\'alton
said.
Freshman guard Christina
Aden agrees, and has no compassion for any student athlete
who gets caught. "If someone
chooses their own gratification
over their team. then they
deserve to get caught," Aden
said. "But as a team. )OU can't
worry about the test. I d, ,n·t
think anybody worries about
it."
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Y E A R B 0~ 0 K
PICTU
...-S
SENIONS ONLY
WHEN:

NOVE.MBER I7-21 FRO.M .12-BP.M
(with a break.from 2-2:30)

WI-I ERE:

BLACKBURN CENTER-MUSIC LISTENING ROOM
( BASEMENT OF BLACKBURN CENTER)

COST:

$15.00-CASII

YOU WILL NOT HAVE ANOTHER TIME TO TAKE YOUR
PICTURE

llis<>n Y carbook
(2()2) 806-7870

l
e

cf...

2127 Rhode Island Ave. NE, DC
202-832-1200
202-832-1590

We Sell It All
Skin Care, Custom .Gift
Sets, Nail Care & more!

Soaps & Lotions

-H.U. we are here for you!
We specialize in providing
the highest quality products
and customer service to our
clients. Visit Us Today!
-Open 6 days a week

stomize

-Student Discounts
-Delivery to Campus

Order from our Student Rep:

Holiday Gifts
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And the Survey Says ...
In a poll of 100 graduate students. The Hilltop asked the following quesrions about the
current Graduate Tn,stee. inl'Ol\'e111en1 and effectiveness pertaining 10 the student body.
Do you know who the
Graduate Trustee is?
Charles Coleman - 30%
1.

2. Do you understand what the
role of the Graduate Trustee is?

6. If there was ever a problem,
would you feel comfortable
going to the Graduate Trustee to
discuss your issues unannounced?

Yes - '22%

Yes- 52%

No-28%

No-48%

Uncertain - 500/o

3. Do you feel the Graduate
Trustee is visible on campus?

7. If there was ever an incident
where your interests were at
hand, do you feel the Graduate
Trustee would vocalize your
opinion as a student to the
Board of Trustees?

Yes - 15%
No-73%

Uncertain - 12%
4. Does the Graduate Trustee
address your concerns?
a) very much so - 5%
b) adequately - 5%
c) somewhat
- 17%
d) not really
- 290/4
e) don't knO\\ - 44%
5. Do you feel the current
Graduate Trustee is an accurate
representation of you as a
Howard student?

Yes-40'>/o
No-26%

Uncertain - 34%

8. Do you feel the Graduate
Trustee bas or will make any
tangible changes in the Fall or
Spring?

Charles F. Coleman Jr.
has come to the halfway
mark of his career as a
men1ber of the Howard
Uni\•ersity
Board
of
Trustees. As Graduate
Trustee. Coleman has the
responsibility of representing the voice of the
numerous
graduate
schools
of
Howard
l'niversity. Colc1nan ran
under the acronym "The
R.E ..\.L.
Agenda"
(Reliablt'
Effective,
:\rcon11tablc Lcadt'r:--hip).
S,) far, Colcn1an has
follo,,t•d through with
1na ny of the ite1ns listed in
his platfonn and is
asst'ssing the needs of
gradual\.' students.
The tr~ ing part of the
joh of Graduate Trustee is
being able to effectively
con1n1unil'ah' ,, ith graduate student,- ,, ho are
spn•ad out across the O.C .
area. such as the La,,
School and School of
Di\ inity.
Dul' to the nature of
the graduate school layout
and scht>dules. it is 1nuch
harder for Colc1nan to
disst'tn i nate inforrnation
becausl' their ctunpus is
not centralized. Cole1nnn
has tried to stay abreast of
graduate issues .tnd concerns
by
attending
Graduate
Student
Asse1nbly n1eetings. He
has also distributed status
reports periodically , ia email.
Ho,,ever. there is
more that can be done.
\Vhile we realize the difficulty of being Yisible
among spread out cam-

B6

puses, we suggest that
Coleman hold individual
town hall meetings in conjunction with the GSA to
better assess his entire
constituency that has
unique needs.
Consistent with the
goal of increased visibility,
Coleman does plan to hold
a mass town hall meeting
with all graduate schools
next semester but we hope
there ·will be follow-up
efforts.
Thus far, one of
Coleman's best initiatives
has been his
meeting
with

Kurt
St hn1oke.
De.,n of the La"
School. to discuss better ways to get students to
earn higher scores on the
bar exam. This initiath e
"ill e, entu ally help gr.1duate students in the passage
of standard graduate and
protessional
exan1s.
Colen1an 1s also searching
for n1ore resources to offer
studt'llts ,, ho n1a, need
assistance in passing such
exan1s
Because he served a,
Undergraduate
rrustee
during the oo-o 1 school
year. Coleman has been
able to establish a better
rapport ,,·ith the Board.
which n1ay cause his vote

and presence to be a
heavier influence. His
previous experience as a
student leader has been an
asset to his performance
as Graduate Trustee.
Currently, Coleman is
working with Howard
University Provost Dr.
Alex English to establish
more joint degree programs among graduate
student disciplines.
In addition, he is trying to create a pilot program ,vith the La,v School
to get refund checks and
validation stickers distributed on its campus.
This way, graduate
students do not have to
travel to the main campus to handle their
administrative needs.
In terms of tuition
increase. Coleman says
that he would only support an increase if there
would be tangible change
and if there was an
increase he ,•, ould fight to
keep it as low as possible.
It is difficult for The
Hilltop, being as majority
of the staff are undergraduate students to completely understand Colen1an·s
role and just how graduate
students
feel
about
Coleman's performance
thus far. But there are
strong signs suggesting
that he is on track to complete his agenda.
\\re are proud of bis
reliability. effectiveness.
and accountability, but we
hope to see as much if not
more from Coleman.

Yes-20%
No - 33~'o
Uncertrun - 47%
10. How do you bear about
Board of Trustee meetings?
a) word of mouth - I 00/o

b) fliers or bulletms - 58%
c) email - 32%
11. Compare the
current
Graduate Trustee to last year's .
Much better - 90/o
Somewhat different - 23%
About the same - 37%
Worse-11%,

Yes-4%

12. Gh·e the current Graduate
Trustee a grade.

No-66%

A. (excellent)

Uncertain - 300/o

B. (good)

- 12%
- I 1%
- 45%

C. (average)
D. (unsatisfactory) - 18%
F.. (failure)
- 14%

Yes - 90/o
No-44%
Uncertain - 47%

Graduate Trustee Gets a B+

9. Do you feel the Graduate
Trustee could prev·ent a p~
posed tuition increase by other
members of the Board of
Trustees?
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Of Mules and Media: Black Woman
Falls Victim to the Lynch Mob
Asha L. French
"Black won1en arc de
1null'S of the earth.'' When
Zo1a Nl•al Ilurston penned
these words in 1937, she
coulcln'l ha\'C known that the
U.S. Army and tht' American
1nedia·s treatment of Private
Shoshana ,Johnson would
<·onfinn lhe1n 67 years later.
Private ,Johnson, ·who
was captured by the Iraqis,
shot in both ankles and othcn, isc ll'rrorizccl. will rccei\ e

In his re, 1ew of the film
"Master and Commander,''
Tah1nan Bradley complains
that .. Lucky [sic 1 and the
Doctor's discussion becomes
the center of the film", and bv
extension. tlwir relationship.
llo" in<.·1s1,e The relationship
bctwt>t'n Captain Jack \ubrc)
and Pr. Stt•phen 11,,turin IS
' thl' center of the 20 novl'ls:
that's "hy it 1s ,·.illcd the
Aubrc) /~laturin st•ries. This
co1nplaint of his is akin to saying Con,u1 Doyll' was mistakt•n
for nukin~ Holmes and
'
\Vatson the t'l'lllt'r of the
Slwrlol'k Holmes st•ries. Not

only thirty percent of her
benefits while her blonde
unit mate, Jessica Lynch,
whose injuries were sustained in a llun1vec wreck,
will recrive eighty percent.
The total difference will be
between six and seven hundred dollars a month.
While
the
Rhyming
Reverrnd Jackson has been
contacted, no disenchanted
preacher/ activist's antics
will make white supremacist
patriarchs shed tears (or
1noney)
for
Shoshana

all authors find it necessary to
make his centerpiece a Clarice
and a psycho.
Mr. Bradley has more to
con1plain about, as he puts it,
to the director's (Peter Weir's)
resorting to "formulamatic [sic
- "formulaic''] scenes", complaining about hO\\ "laughable" is the "far side of the
world speech" given by Jack
Aubrey.
But Mr. Bradley sees the
speech's (and the film's) greatest fault in telling us what will
happen. "This is actually
worse than n1ost big battle
speeches because Lucky
shan•s how the battle will
unfold. Yeah. tell me what will
happen before it happens,
great film making.··
l\1avbe Ja1nes Cameron
(in thr ..Titanic") should not
haYr had the Bill Paxton character show the older Rose (and
u::-) the computer-generated

Johnson.
Meanwhile, the word
"Lynch" has recently gained
more popularity than it had
in the thirties. The media has
made Lynch, this blonde
totnboy who "joined the army
to help pay for college,·· the
poster-girl for pseudo-patriotic propaganda.
Furthermore,
"Saving
Private Lynch" is a shining
example of the historical
preservation of the sanctity
of white womanhood.
With vast news media

coverage, a
best-selling
memoir and made-for-TV
movie, the white southern
bell is tenderly placed on her
pedestal ,vhile the darkskinned, braid-wearing single mother, who joined the
army for cooking experience,
toils invisibly.
Regis Philbman even
misidentified Johnson as a
"friend" of Jessica Lynch,
and not a P.O.W. These
injustices, coupled with the
U.S. Army's sad appraisal of
a black woman's worth, are

animation of how the Titanic
would sink, especially at the
beginning of the film.
Because of the chaotic
nature of the film's climax
Cameron thought it best to use
this as a device to orient the
audience. Did Cameron's
device spoil the film for Mr.
Bradley by revealing to him
that the Titanic would sink?
Or maybe Akira Kurosawa
(in the "Seven Samurai")
bored his audience by having
Kambei (the lead character)
and his cohorts upon arrival in
the village survey it in order to
show us how the ensuing,
chaotic battles would unfold.
Again, the director painstakingly shows the samurai's battle strategy, even by use of a
map. Maybe 1\-Ir. Bradley
thinks that Kurosawa's device
ruined for him what many
consider the greatest action
film ever made.

One more thing, I know
Mr. Bradley thinks Orson
Welles ruined "Citizen Kane"
by not just telling us what
would happen in a scene, but
what would happen in the
whole movie. Welles had the
nerve to kill off his main character in the opening of the
film, and then show his whole
life portrayed in a ten-minute
newsreel. Welles did so
because of the chaotic structure of his film, a series of
intertwining flashbacks from
the main characters in Kane's
life.
I can hear Bradley now "Yeah, tell me what will happen before it happens, great
filmmaking."
H.W. Stinnette

Do vou have something tunnv,
passionate, deep, mandatorv, or
political to savil
Send vour perspectives (400-600 wordsl
to
.thehilltoponline. com
let the Hilltop be vour megaphone!!!
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too much for even mules to
bear.
Our daughters. too, must
bear the brunt. '"Sa,·ing
Private Lynch - was aired on
the same night as -The
Elizabeth Smart Story. - This
drama documented the kidnapping of the blonde
teenager
who
America
watched playing the harp
(over and OYer) until her safe
return.
Asha DeGree of She1by.
NC. Alexis Patterson of
~1ilwaukee, \VI, and Kynande
Bennet of \\"'hiteville. XC are
all missing brown girls whose
safe returns will not be guaranteed by incessant ,·ideo
clips on national news.
Because of imbalanced
media coverage like this, Jon
Benet Ramsey remains a
household name, while Girl
X is a pseudon),n that most
of the nation has forgotten.
Brutally attacked and
poisoned in the CabriniGreen projects of Chicago,
Girl X was left blind, crippled
and invisible to a nation
more concerned with the
young beauty queen who was
killed by her own rich parents in the same month.

Our nation·s imperfections becon1e painfully obvious 1n the media. this
cessrool of instih1tionalized
racism.
In a perfect An1erica.
women
like
Shoshana
Johnson go to culinary
school to learn ho"· to cook,
not the Army.
In a perfect America,
,ideos of toothless. plaited.
mahogany
girls
inYade
American homes until someone recognizu, th<' little girl
"ith her pervert kidnapper
and studs her home.
In a perfect America, the
slumlords of Chicago projects are held responsible for
the crin1es committed there,
and put on trial in the homes
of every American who
watches tele,ision.
Findlly. in a perfect
Amc·rica, Denzel \\'ashington
directs a movie based on
Johnson's best-selling men1oir. '"Finding Shoshana:· In
the film's 1nost touching
scene, Private Johnson reads
a poe1n to her elders entitled,
"v\Tho \'\'ill Cry for the Mule?"
And everyone cries.

Still For
Howard Dean
Nell Bradley
In America, we have granted rights under the constitution
that allow us to have freedon1 of speech. v\Then we apply that given
freedom in any circumstance, we should not be held under scrutiny unless it is a case of slander or liability. Therefore, when someone 1nakes a statement that they belie,·e in, they should not have
to apologize for it. I am defending Dr. Howard Dean's "I an1 for
the people with the confederate flags in their windows" statement
made at the Rock the Vote Debate made last week. I do not feel as
if Dr. Dean should have apologized for the statements he made
because he was sincere about his thoughts. not likely to his character and be made a valid point.
Dr. Dean stereotyped poor white southerners when he used
the rebel flag as a primary symbol to categorize them. The statement he made did not include offense to African-Americans nor to
southerners. And, in a way there is validity to his statement
because in some places in the south seeing a rebel flag is common.
There is no relevance in his statement that regards to AfricanAmericans other than the symbol is offensive to many of us, but
just because son1eone uses that as an example should not call for
an apology. If anyone should be angry it should be the white
southerners.
In addition, it is about time that we as African-Americans stop
using our energy to make people apologize for what they say;
instead we should now call for action to be made to help our community. Just because someone apologizes does not mean they are
sincere. For example, P. Diddy did more than just apologize for
accusations of manufacturing his clothes in the sweat shop; he
went to Honduras and reprimanded the situation.
Furthermore when Dr. Dean explained his statement, it made
sense because poor people in general need to stop classifying
themselves as republicans and as democrats-especially southerners. The Republican Party in favors those who have money.
In general. not only are poor whites still considered as constituents they are a main target for many candidates. Dr. Dean
just chooses to classify them as having possession of a
Confederate Flag, but that does not change the fact that the
majority of the Democratic Party wants this group. And, there is a
good reason. Poor white southerners are very patriotic and are
willing to fight for their country. Although Dean claims he is
opposed to war, he will need the support of these poor White
Americans because this election will primarily be consumed with
war on Iraq.
His statement can be a great publicity tool, and if there are
any grounds for conviction he should be blamed for pimping the
media. What he said might have been slightly abrasive, but it is
causing such uproar with the media because he said it at an HBCU
auring one of the most popular presidential debates. Any publicity is good publicity and Dr. Dean is definitely a prime example of
using the media to his advantage. That's a great ·winning tactic to
simply keep your name circulated in the press (especially if you
have enough money to do so). His ratings nov. may have went
down a notch, but this gives him valid opportunity to redeem himself, make his face seen, and talk about more of his issues.
If anybody should have t apologize, it should be the people
who formulated the questions for the Rock th Vote Debate
Personally, I found that th Democrat1 d bat t 11organ State
University irrelevant, simple and uninformati,;e. Particularly
lbecause there were general questions about "eed smoking and
then a few presidential candidates displayed "techno funky"
~dvertisements in attempt to gain younger -.oters.
And that's the problem . \Ve fail to look at real issues. Dr.
Dean being for white people v.1th rebel flags in their v.indows is
ot a real issue. Poor people being sent to die in a war about oil
1and family conflict is; the cycle of young African-American males
!being sent away to prison usmg po 1ble genOCJde in the com!mun1ty is; Same sex coup) no being able t ad pt children is;
and Migrant Hisparucs working for 3 liars day m Am rica is.
~t's about time we wake up and see what this country should be,
!the land of the &ee including freedom of speech.
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H]LLTOP]CS
\Vin FREE BOOKS
for next semester!
Phi Sigma Pl Nutlonal
Honor Fraternity, Inc.,
Alpha Tnu Chapter
Presents
.. Buck~ For Books."

All HILLTOPICS
are due, paid in full, the
Tuesday and Friday
before
publication date.
Announcements by
campus organizations
for
meetings, seminars or
nonprofit are charged $5
for the first 20 words
and $1 for every additional five words.
Individuals advertising
for the purpose of
announcing a service,
buying or seJJing are
charged as local companies with a rate of $10
for first 20 words and $2
for every 5 words
thereafter. Personal ads
are $2 for the first 10
words and $1 for every
additional 5 words.

\Vin free books by purchnsing a raffic ticket
from anv• member of
Phi Sigma Pl.
Tickets ~o on sale for
$3 Monday ~ovember
17th, or visit us in
Blackburn on Tuesday
November 18 and
\Vcdnesday November
19th

Interested in
ADVERTISING
Join the AAF
American Advertising
Federation Tom Burrell
Chapter for our New
Member Reception
Wednesday, November
19, 2003 @ 4pm in the
School of
Communications
Come fellowship, eat
pizza, and learn more
about the AAF and
INTERNSHIPS in
advertising!

Opportunities

--

Movie Extras/ Models
needed
No exp. required, All
looks and ages.
Earn $JOO - 300 dollars
per day.
1-888-820-0167 Ext
Dc13

I~

HOWARD
UN IVERS IT Y
BOOKSTORE
f

--- -

~lUtlO

W

W

W

. HUB O O KS TORE

.c

OM

ARY AUTHORS N

****FOR A COMPLETE LISTING OF OUR EVENTS. VISIT HUBOOKSTORE.COM****

Hoki R. Madhubutl signs/discusses
"Groundwork: New and Selected
Poems of Don L Lee"
and
Tough Notes~ A Healing Call for
Creating E ceptfonol Black Men"
Thur., Nov. 20, 2003 - 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Jofn us as we brlng you founder of Third Wortd
Press , Haki R. Madhubutl reading passages from
two of his most proffflc works.

Ekueme Michael Thelwell discusses
"Ready for revolution, The Life and Struggles of
Stokely Carmichael"
Thur., Nov. 20, 2003 • 5:30 • 7:00 p.m.
tAU

lllli

l~fVULUTlflN

This long awaited story of legendary civil rfghts figure,
Stokely Carmlchael/Kwame Ture, chronicles the life and
works of this powerful man as told to author and University of
Massachusetts, Amherst Professor Ekueme Michael Thelwell.
Thetwell, who Is founding Chairman of the W.E.B. Dubois
Department of African - American studies at the University
of Massachusetts, Is most noted for his classic novel, The
Harder They Come. as well as a collec tion of essays
entitled, Duties, Pleasures, and Conflicts: Essays In Struggle.

******FREE PARKING AFTER 5:00 P.M. *******
Caring Students
needeed To Start A
Foundation To Build
Schools For Poor
Children in Africa and
Elsewhere
Contact James:
(301)559-4012
Noon to 6pm Only

Announcements

The Ladles of Alpha
Chapter,
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority Inc.
Presents...
AKA Week 2003
November 16th - 21st

Are you a black man?
Come to HU NAACP
"State of Black Men In
America"
Featuring Al Sharpton
Today @ 7pm
Blackburn East
Ballroom

"Staying afloat In An
Ever Changing World"
Sunday: Call to Chapel
Monday: Reading Is
Fundamental

···········~·-·························· ··· ··

New Yorkers Unlimited
Presents...
Thanksgiving Party Bus
Only $40 Roundtrip
Leaves Cramton on
Nov. 26

Tuesday: Yours Truly

Wednesday: Rock Your
Body

Tll•nday: Econolllk
Empowerment

Leaves NY on Nov. 30
for tickets call 301-8530767 or email
ny02finest@yahoo.com
Meeting Nov. 20 @ 8pm
Douglass Rm 116

Tllrouah
Eatnpreneunhlp
Friday: Its Real

Are you a Rebellious
Individual
Come to HU ~AACP
"Koo"· Your Rights
Forum"

NCN\V Presents:
Bethune Recognition
Non1inations.
\Ve invite •vou to nominate any ,voman ,vho
can meet tbid criteria:

Featuring La'\\')'ers,
Police, and Activist
Friday• 12-3 in
Blackckburn

1) At least 3 years volunteer and/or communty sen·ice
2) Be at least 18
3) Must be a " ·oman of
color.
Applications are located
in the office of student
activities suite.
Return forms in the
office, box 125 b~·
Tuesday November 25

2225 Georgia Ave, NW Washington DC 20059
(202) 238-2640 or (800) 919-5997

Personals

1

Congrats to the
MTSU Squad
Now t hat you got
your fe et wet ...
ITS TI ME To MAN

UP

•wt,ilC 8'.lppllOS l ~ t

Nov e 111 lJ e

1

1 7 - 2 2, 2 O O 3

Dead Prez.

. otember 18, 2003
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